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Abstract 

A Robust Speaker Identification Algorithm  
Based on Atomic Decomposition and Sparse 

Redundant Dictionary Learning 

By 

Thomas James Bryan Jr. 

Research Director: Ivica Kostanic, Ph.D. 

Speaker identification is performed in high additive white Gaussian noise 

environments by processing sounds as images in the time-frequency plane. The 

technique creates audio streams that remove background noise from speech while 

preserving speech quality. Atomic decomposition is implemented by the matching 

pursuit algorithm using Gabor or gammatone atomic dictionaries. Gabor atoms 

were originally proposed as fundamental building blocks of speech; whereas, 

gammatone atoms closely resemble the human cochlear impulse response. Atomic 

decomposition creates a sparsely populated time-frequency vector referred to as 

weight space. The populated positions in weight space have amplitude weights that 

are proportional to localized energy in time and frequency. The weight space 
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vector, combined with the atomic dictionary, represents a concise, denoised, 

compressed version of the original signal.  

Custom atomic dictionaries, called basis vectors, are learned from envelope 

samples that have superior data denoising and data compression characteristics 

compared to the performance of the Gabor or gammatone atomic dictionaries. 

Unsupervised feature learning by a sparse autoencoder learns basis vectors from 

Gaussian or gamma envelope samples. Envelope sampling, generates audio patches 

from speech that have either Gaussian of gamma time windows. Speaker 

identification is performed in weight space by taking histograms of the energy 

distribution for each basis vector over the span of a single sentence. Delta time 

differences are computed for the two highest energy basis vectors. Normalized time 

difference histograms are created for the two highest energy basis vectors during 

training and testing. Speaker identification is performed by finding the closest 

Euclidian distance between the training and testing normalized time difference 

histograms. The method represents a simple pitch tracking heuristic that is shown 

to be robust in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise. 

The algorithm is targeted for low power embedded devices like hearing aids, and is 

designed to perform speaker identification in high noise settings by learning basis 

vectors from pairs of speakers. The algorithm uses three passes of matching pursuit 

during training and two passes for testing. The first training and testing pass 
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performs audio time segmentation using Gabor atoms to generate audio snippets. 

The second training pass extracts Gaussian envelope samples that are used by a 

sparse autoencoder to learn basis vectors from pairs of speakers. The third training 

pass and second testing pass, decomposes the data with the basis vectors. Training 

is done with two sentences from the Texas Instruments and Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (TIMIT) corpora, which results in a total training sample size of 2-4 

seconds. Testing is done on individual TIMIT sentences that average 1-2 seconds in 

duration. Sixteen TIMIT sentences are used for testing for each pair of speakers. 

The classifier has a speaker identification sentence accuracy of 93% that does not 

degrade for signal-to-noise ratios of 30 dB, 20 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB, and 0 dB using 

pairs of speakers from the TIMIT database. 
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Chapter 1:  
Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

1.1.1. Traditional Applications of Speaker Identification 

Historically, speaker identification technology has not been part of everyday life 

but has been used behind closed doors by 3-letter government agencies. 

Government applications in forensic science use speaker identification to help 

solve crimes by identifying criminals and victims. The famous Trayvon Martin 

case involving a teenage boy and his assailant George Zimmerman highlighted the 

limits of advanced speaker identification algorithms. Dr. Hirotaka Nakasone, a 

senior voice recognition scientist from the FBI testified, “It's not possible to 

scientifically identify who is screaming” in the background of a neighbor’s 911 call 

[1]. Voice identification was not possible due to high amounts of background noise 

as well as the short duration of the utterance, which was just under 3 seconds. This 

case represents a challenging real-world application of speaker identification 

technology emphasizing the need for speaker identification algorithms that are 

immune to background noise and work well with short speech segments.  
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Another famous speaker identification case occurred during the hunt for Osama Bin 

Laden. In 2003, Al Jazeera released a recorded message claiming to be from Osama 

Bin Laden following a spate of recent terrorist attacks. The taped messages were 

lengthy but had high amounts of additive noise. The U.S. Government turned to the 

CIA and NSA and proclaimed the voice to be Osama Bin Laden’s. However, the 

Swiss biometric lab, Dalle Molle Institute for Perceptual Artificial Intelligence 

claimed the probability that the voice was of an imposter at 55 to 60 percent
 
[2]. In 

this particular case, large amounts of clean training data existed from an ABC 

News interview with Osama Bin Laden. However, the Swiss lab experts were 

unable to make a clear assessment of the authenticity of Bin Laden’s voice due to 

high amounts of background noise. The tapes could be denoised by filtering 

spectrograms of the speech, but this would also remove necessary artifacts required 

for accurate speaker identification. In previous experiments, the Swiss lab was able 

to correctly identify Arabic speaking imposters trying to duplicate Bin Laden’s 

voice with 97% accuracy; however, most of the testing was done in low noise 

conditions. This example demonstrates the need for speech filtering algorithms that 

do not remove vital characteristic of the speech necessary for accurate speaker 

identification. Techniques based on orthonormal decompositions like spectrograms 

and wavelets use detection thresholds to remove low energy components that 

contain speech as well as noise. Inevitably, some of the speech is removed with the 

noise
 

[3]. Moreover, orthonormal component removal techniques add sound 

artifacts to the speech such as whistles or tones in the case of filtering in the 
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frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) [3]. This example shows 

the difficulty in performing accurate speaker identification in the presence of noise 

even though large amounts of high quality labeled training data existed. Robust 

speaker identification requires a method of denoising speech without removing 

signal energy; and at the same time, does not add corrupting features or artifacts to 

the denoised audio stream. 

Other traditional applications of speaker identification include the field of 

biometrics in which voiceprints are used by private companies and industry for 

Identity and Access Management. The technology is a 1 of M classification 

problem in which a voiceprint is compared to an archive of M known voiceprints. 

The technique is similar to fingerprinting. It is used for secure access to databases 

in the fields of network security, financial services, e-commerce, healthcare, and 

education. Specific functions include transaction verification, remote user access, 

token issuance, password reset, risk management, Short Messaging System (SMS) 

password delivery, and telephone data services. Voice authentication can be added 

to other types of user authentication in which the user knows a password, has an 

access token, or possesses an automatic teller machine (ATM) card. Financial 

services can use a customer telephone number as one form of authentication and a 

voiceprint as a second means of authentication to increase the overall 

authentication security. This can be used for account activation, a regular part of a 

secure login session, transaction verification, or identifying risk in irregular account 
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activity. Voiceprint authentication must be able to detect voice impersonators. 

Today’s speaker identification technology is able to detect variations in dialect, 

speaking style, pitch, as well as spectral magnitudes and formant frequencies
 
[4]. 

The unique physical structure of the vocal chords, as well as the vocal tract, makes 

voiceprints as unique as fingerprints. Voiceprint authentication is also vulnerable to 

recorded voice impersonators. The first line of defense against this threat is that the 

recording equipment changes the quality of the voiceprint. Advanced speaker 

identification algorithms are able to analyze the differences between the recorded 

speech and authentic voiceprints from the archive. A second level of security is 

added by using Text Independent speaker identification. Rather than have the user 

recite a password which is Text Dependent, random texts are generated that the user 

must utter in order to pass voice authentication. The chances of passing a voiceprint 

authentication using a recording within a short period using a random text are 

believed to be extremely remote.  

Another observation of the biometric voiceprint authentication process is the 

random texts must necessarily be short in duration. A financial institution, for 

example, would not be asking for a lengthy recital of a random text in order to 

authenticate a user. The user would not likely be able to repeat the text accurately if 

it is too long and might become frustrated with the process. The expectation is that 

the random texts would be a few short seconds in duration. Under these circum-

stances, the speaker identification algorithm must function with high accuracy 
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using short test utterances. A final observation is that biometric voiceprint 

authentication can be performed with high confidence because the noise 

environment can be controlled. Authentication can take place in a private facility 

where the background noise is low, or the user can be asked to turn down the radio 

or go to a quieter place in the case of telephone authentication. 

1.1.2. Speaker Identification Feature Extraction Methods 

Traditionally, speech processing by biologists, audiologists, physiologists, medical 

researchers, computer engineers, and statisticians has sought to develop models of 

human speech production. Studies have shown the shape and construction of the 

vocal chords and vocal tract are unique to each person in much the same manner as 

a fingerprint. Scientists have created models for voice and unvoiced speech 

production
 
[5]. Moreover, significant research has been dedicated to understanding 

how the human cochlear receives sound pressure waves and converts them into 

neural impulses that are sent to the brain. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCCs) group sounds in the frequency domain in a manner similar to human 

cochlear frequency responses
 
[6]. They are one of the most widely used feature sets 

to algorithmically process sounds in a computer. However, the accuracy of MFCC 

methods in particular are notoriously bad with modest amounts of background 

noise. Many algorithms have been developed to augment or supplement MFCC 

features with other types on features to improve the performance of the speaker 

identification algorithm in noisy conditions
 
[7]

 
[8]. Another popular model-based 
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approach is based on Linear Prediction. This method mathematically encodes 

formant frequencies in the vocal tract as resonant frequencies with narrow spectral 

characteristics. Linear predictive methods are also sensitive to Additive White 

Gaussian Noise (AWGN), which widens the bandwidth of the resonances and 

obscures the formant frequencies. Many methods have also been developed to 

improve or supplement Linear Prediction based speaker identification methods
 
[9]. 

Newer approaches to speaker identification are based on processing sounds as 

images in the time-frequency (T-F) plane. These methods are termed 

Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) and are based on the idea that the 

brain performs a type of audio scene analysis
 
[10]. Spectrograms are typically used 

to generate the T-F plane representations. Template matching techniques can be 

used to identify patterns in the spectrograms that uniquely identify individual 

speakers [11]. These methods are often based on Gaussian Mixture Models that use 

Bayesian inference, or neural networks to perform classification based on binary 

masks or templates generated from training images
 
[12]. Cochleagrams are also 

used to transform time series speech into T-F plane images. They are based on 

gammatone filter banks that model the human cochlear frequency responses [11]. 

While both methods produce high quality representations in the T-F plane, they 

both have limited performance with high AWGN. The limitation is created by non-

coherent magnitude detection that is used to form T-F plane images. Spectrograms, 

for example, are based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processing that produces 
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complex frequency bin weights. Images are created by using the absolute value of 

the complex bin data to represent a pixel. Moreover, spectrograms use frame-based 

methods to process audio data. Data are digitized in blocks of fixed time duration 

that is an integer multiple of the digital sample clock. The frames are overlapped in 

time and a window is applied to the data before FFT processing occurs. While 

spectrogram have a remarkable ability to capture the T-F energy evolution of 

speech and other audio signals, the noise capture phenomena limits their usefulness 

in noisy settings. When AWGN is present, the low energy portions of the images 

disappear below the noise floor. Templet matching algorithm must be able to work 

with signification portions of the images missing. Two spectrograms of clean 

speech verses noisy speech are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – Spectrograms Showing Low Noise Top and High Noise Bottom 
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The figure shows only the high-energy components of the top 30 dB signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) spectrogram, shown in yellow, are visible in the bottom 0 dB SNR 

spectrogram. Figure 2 shows the same utterance captured by a cochleagram. 

 

Figure 2 – Cochleagram Showing Low Noise Top and High Noise Bottom 

Again, the low energy frequency components are not visible for the 0 dB 

spectrogram in the bottom display as they are for the 30 dB spectrogram in the top 

display. Algorithms that use magnitude detectors for T-F images are “noise blind” 

once the audio energy drops below the noise floor. The light green color in the 

bottom pane of Figure 2 and represents the noise floor for a 0 dB audio signal 

SNR. 
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Spectrograms are widely used as the front-end processor for Automatic Speech 

Recognition (ASR). They serve as the engine for generating MFCC features, which 

is used by the popular open source Sphinx 4 and pocket Sphinx Linux based 

applications. Additionally, spectrograms are used as the front-end processor for the 

Deep Speech II project, which is the most powerful ASR system in the world today 

that surpasses human accuracy in several categories at high SNRs [13]. The ASR 

accuracy, however, is unable the match the performance of human perception in 

real world, noisy environments. Moreover, the algorithm uses massive resources 

for signal processing. Deep Speech II is based on an 8-layer Recurrent Neural 

Network involving ~2500 neurons. Additionally, the algorithm uses three feature 

extraction layers of 1-D and 2-D convolutions from spectrograms as well as an 

output neural layer. The Deep Speech II algorithm learns languages directly from 

10,000 hours of recorded speech. It uses parallel arrays of Graphics Processor Units 

(GPUs) for training that takes several days for training. The powerful neural 

network is able to extract information from partial images in the spectrograms. The 

noise performance is derived from the back-end processing and is able to perform 

pattern matching on obscure T-F plane images whose low energy pixels are washed 

out by noise floor. 
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1.1.3. STFT Processing of Speech and Its Limitations 

Short Time Fourier Transforms (STFTs) were introduced in 1977 as a method of 

filter bank signal processing [14]. The original idea of the STFT was that signals 

could be converted to the frequency domain by passing them through a filter bank. 

The spectral response could then be modified by applying multiplication to each 

output of the filter bank. Multiplying an individual filter output by 1 would leave 

that spectral component unchanged. The modified frequency spectrum could then 

be converted back to the time domain by passing the signal through an inverse filter 

bank. This approach provided a powerful analysis and synthesis method for 

processing signals in the T-F plane. STFTs use overlapped windowed data in the 

time domain for signal processing [15]. FFTs are applied to the windowed data to 

convert the time-domain speech signal to the frequency domain. The FFT produces 

complexed valued data at each frequency bin. The STFT uses the magnitude of 

each frequency bin to represent the energy as a function of frequency. The 

overlapped nature of the magnitude FFT data produces a T-F plane image that is 

commonly referred to as a spectrogram. The length of the time-window determines 

the frequency resolution and sets the noise bandwidth of the detector. Consider the 

continuous time example of the Fourier transform of a sinewave multiplied by a 

Gaussian window. 

= √ � − �⁄   (1) 
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= ℱ {√ � − �⁄  }= ℱ {√ � − �⁄ } ∗ ℱ{  } (2) 

ℱ {√ � − �⁄ } ∗ ℱ{ + }= − �� ∗ [ − + + ] (3) 

From the sifting property of the delta function, 

= − �� − � + − �� + �  (4) 

The Fourier transform of the Gaussian time pulse multiplied by a sinewave 

produces a Gaussian frequency pulse centered at the sinewave frequency. The 

spectral width of the frequency pulse is set by the parameter σ, which also sets the 

pulse width in the time domain. The uncertainty principle is evident in the 

equations as the parameter σ appears in the denominator of the time pulse and the 

numerator of the frequency pulse. Accurate time estimation requires short-time 

windows which results in broadband frequency resolution. Conversely, accurate 

frequency estimation requires long-time windows that result in poor time 

resolution. Simultaneous T-F estimation and detection of speech is generally a 

compromise between window size and frequency resolution. The relationships 

between Gaussian Pulse widths in the time domain and the frequency domain are 

shown in Table I for a sample rate of 8 ksps which is a common sample rate for 

low power embedded speech processing systems.  
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Table I – Frame Size Noise Bandwidth Relationship 

Pulse Duration 
(milliseconds) 

Samples 
Per Pulse 

σ for 99% 
energy 

99% Energy 
Bandwidth 

dB Increase in Noise  
Floor from 1 Hz BW 

10 msec 80 0.00195 400 Hz 26.0 dB 

15 msec 120 0.0029 264 Hz 24.2 dB 

20 msec 160 0.0039 200 Hz 23.0 dB 

25 msec 200 0.00485 160 Hz 22.0 dB 

30 msec 240 0.0058 134 Hz 21.3 dB 

100 msec 800 0.0195 40 Hz 16.0 dB 

The pulse width is adjusted for a given time window size by the parameter σ to 

produce a Gaussian time domain pulse that contains 99% of the total energy. The 

table shows the inverse T-F relationship for common time windows of 20 msec and 

25 msec used for speech processing. They have 99% energy detection bandwidths 

of 160 Hz and 134 Hz, respectively. The detection bandwidth of the 1-second time 

domain pulse produces a 4 Hz pulse that captures 99% of the frequency domain 

energy. The examples in the table use a 256-point FFT to demonstrate the spectral 

sample rate of frequency domain pulse. From the table, the widest frequency 

domain pulse of 400 Hz corresponds to a time window of 10 msec. The bin size of 

the FFT is 31.25 Hz, so there are 12.8 samples of the widest frequency pulse for 

400 Hz. Conversely, a time window of 30 msec, which is at the upper limit for 

speech processing, has a frequency pulse of 160 Hz with only 4.3 FFT bins or 

samples per pulse [5]. The noise bandwidth is expressed in dB’s relative to an ideal 

1 Hz brick-wall filter. This represents the minimum discernable signal for detection 

of sinewaves embedded in AWGN. For example, a detector using a 1-second 
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Gaussian time window would have 20 dB better sensitivity than a detector using a 

10 msec Gaussian time window. However, the penalty for this increase in detection 

capability is a 100-fold degradation in time resolution. 

1.1.4. Locally Coherent Speech Detection  

In order to overcome the limitations of STFT processing, a form of feature 

extraction is necessary that can detect signals below the noise floor. Modern 

communications systems are able to acquire and demodulate signals that are 

heavily embedded in noise. Advanced telemetry receivers can acquire narrowband 

phase modulated signals at a -5 dB SNR and track them to -12 dB SNRs
 
[16]. 

These state-of-the-art communication systems use type II Phase Locked Loops 

(PLLs) to track carriers that accurately estimate the carrier frequency, phase, and 

amplitude at negative SNRs. A sine wave embedded in noise can be written as, 

= + +  (5) 

where  is AWGN. A block diagram with respect to the phase, , of  , of a 

type II PLL is shown in Figure 3. The PLL contains a Voltage Controlled 

Oscillator (VCO) that generates a sinewave whose frequency is controlled by the 

input voltage. Since frequency is the time rate of change of phase, the Laplace 

transform of the conversion gain of the VCO can be represented as ⁄ , which 

is a perfect integrator with respect to phase. The input to the PLL is the phase of the 
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The closed loop equation is, 

= � ⁄++ � ⁄+ = � ⁄+ + � ⁄  (8) 

This equation can be rewritten in terms of at 2
nd

 order control loop with a damping 

factor, , and a loop bandwidth, or natural frequency, , as, 

=  + + / �+ +  (9) 

The final value theorem determines the steady-state error, given by, 

∞ =  →  =   →  +  (10) 

Where, , is the Laplace transform on the input, and  =  − . 

A ramp in phase corresponds to a constant frequency. The Laplace transform of a 

ramp is . For the 2
nd

 order control equation, the steady-state error for a fixed 

frequency is, 

∞  →  + =  + =  (11) 
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The analysis of the PLL phase acquisition and tracking performance with AWGN 

is quite complex and is a function of the type of phase detector that is used. Today 

PLLs are typically implemented using Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) and are 

widely using in all types digital communication system. Moreover, the PLL is 

considered an optimal tracking filter in the presence of AWGN for narrowband 

sinewaves
 
[17]. Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuits are used to communication 

systems to estimate and normalize the incoming data stream. There are coherent 

detectors, based on PLLs and non-coherent detectors that use magnitude detection 

on the incoming data [18]. A figure of merit called signal suppression and 

represented by ρ, is used to quantify the accuracy of the AGC detector in the 

presence of AWGN. It is a measure of how accurately the detector is able to 

estimate the signal amplitude in the presence of noise and is expressed in dB’s. 

=  /  (12) 

A graph of signal suppression verses SNR for coherent and non-coherent detection 

is shown in Figure 4. From the graph, the non-coherent detector has 3 dB of signal 

suppression a 0 dB SNR, whereas, the coherent detector has 0 dB signal 

suppression at -20 dB SNR.  
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loss of actual contact information. Radar systems use an optimum detection 

threshold that allows the system to achieve high Probability of Detection (PD) 

while minimizing the False Alarm Rate (FAR). This performance can be 

characterized by the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve that shows the 

PD verses FAR probabilities for a given SNR [19]. An example of ROC curve for 

coherent detection is shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 – Receiver Operating Curves for Non-Coherent Pulse Detection 

The same ROC curve is shown in Figure 6. Note that the 90% detection point in 

Figure 5 has a 10% FAR for a 9.4 dB SNR. The same 90% detection point in 

Figure 6 has a FAR of 0.2% for a 9.4 dB SNR. This represents approximately an 

order of magnitude improvement in the FAR performance. This is significant for 
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the performance of a speech feature extraction system. If speech is viewed as being 

composed of a superposition of a dictionary of windowed sinusoidal pulses, then 

the correct detection rate is 90% in this example. However, the FAR is extremely 

high at 10% because this alarm rate applied to each shift of the data. For example, 

consider 1 second of speech sampled at 8 ksps, that contains 10 identical radar 

pulses. The incoherent detector would be able to detect on average 9 of the pulses. 

However, the FAR would make 0.1*8000 = 800 falsely detected pulses. Therefore, 

the speech classification would get 90% of the actual pulses, but would be flooded 

with bad information from the high FAR. The coherent detector would only get 

0.02*8000 = 160 bad detects. This still is not good; however, it demonstrates the 

power of coherent detection in noisy conditions. 
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Figure 6 – Receiver Operation Characteristic for Coherent Pulse Detection 

The radar pulse with additive noise can be represented by, 

= +  (13) 

A matched filter is used that is simply the complex conjugate of the signal , in 

reverse order
 
[20]. For coherent detection, a correlation receiver is used that 

computes the following for each shift t, of the input data, 

= ∗ = ∗ + = | | + ∗  (14) 

Using only the real part, 

= | |  (15) 
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Note the noise term does not appear in the output for the coherent matched filter 

detector.  

For non-coherent detection, the following output is computed for each shift of the 

input data , 
=  � +  (16) 

Where θ is a random phase that varies from   . The detector output is 

computed for each shift of the input data. The random phase term leads to 

degradation in the SNR detection performance. In addition, the noise term for the 

non-coherent detector appears in detector output. 

= | ∗ � + | (17) 

The SNR gain of the matched filter is simply, 

=  ∗  (18) 

For a given waveform, the SNR gain of the matched filter is directionally 

proportional to its length. Consider a matched filter of length 324 samples with all 

1’s as the coefficients. The SNR gain would then be, 

= = .  (19) 
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ways to design a bank of parallel matched filters in the frequency domain. 

Moreover, matching the spectral characteristics does not guarantee the time pulses 

will match. However, a first order approximation to an optimal design would be to 

match the frequency response of a bank of matched filters to the PSD of speech. To 

demonstrate a simple approach, assume an atomic function that can be shorted or 

lengthened in time. This atomic function could be designed so that the lowest 

frequency matched filter has the longest response. Furthermore, each successive 

filter would be shorter so the highest frequency filter would be the shortest in 

length. If we assume the longest filter corresponds to 324 samples, then for a 12 dB 

delta in SNR performance the shortest filter would be 10
12/10

 = 15.8 times shorter, 

or 20 samples long. Sinusoids can be modulated by the rectangular pulses in this 

example in order to translate them to center frequencies that correspond to the PSD 

curve. For example, the 324 sample pulse could be centered at 200 Hz while the 20 

sample pulse could be centered at 3200 Hz. In this manner, the SNR performance 

would match the PSD speech characteristic. However, these rectangular pulses 

would not be able to match the time waveform, as speech is not easily composed of 

rectangular sinusoids. This would result in discontinuities in the time domain. A 

better choice for the pulse shape would be made up of smooth transitions that taper 

to zero at the end-point. This would eliminate the abrupt discontinuities of the 

rectangular pulses. Gabor proposed these pulses could be Gaussian pulse. A gamma 

pulse is another type of pulse that has a more abrupt onset and slower decaying 
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impulse response; when used to modulate a sinusoid, this results in gammatone 

impulse responses that closely match the cochlear responses.  

Both the Gaussian and gamma pulses represent a generalized basis vector for 

modeling speech; however, they do not provide a precise representation for specific 

speaker. To more precisely model and capture features of individuals’ voices, a 

new class of learning algorithms has been developed that learn speech directly from 

speech. All of these learning algorithms make assumptions about how they learn. 

For example, at constrained optimization problem may be set up that forces the 

amplitudes of learned basis vectors to follow a Laplacian distribution that 

characterizes speech [22]. Other methods might apply a learning heuristic that 

allows the time window lengths to grow and contract based on simple learning 

rules [23]. In this paper, a method of feature extraction termed envelope sampling 

is used that forces the data to be similar to a mother pulse shape such as a Gaussian 

or gamma pulse. This method might be considered a learning heuristic. However, 

there is no such thing a randomly sampling speech without a sampling window. To 

simply use time series data samples implies a rectangular sampling window 

function. The Fourier transform of a rectangular pulse is a sin ⁄  function in the 

frequency domain, which has 13 dB sidelobes [21]. The use of smooth transitioning 

window functions minimizes the spectral leakage. Learning basis vectors from 

these smoothly windowed functions forces a similarity to the learn basis vectors 
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and the sample windows. From this standpoint, the envelope sampling method 

might be thought of as a learning heuristic.  

As final note on the ROC characteristic of detecting pulses at low SNRs, speech is 

far too complex be represented by matched filters. Speech pattern change based on 

emotions, tempo of utterances as well varying enunciations of the same words or 

phrases in varying situations. As a result, only general characteristic for basis 

vector representation is possible. The operating points on the ROC curves can be 

determined by finding an optimal threshold the yields the desired PD and FAR 

rates for known pulse functions [24]. However, because the exact segment of 

speech will never exactly match a particular basis vector, some other method of 

detection criteria is necessary. The detection goal remains the same for 

conceptualizing speech a superposition of basis vectors, minimize the FAD and 

maximize the PD. For this study, the detection criteria will be based on the 

denoising and data compression characteristics of basis vectors that are learned 

from audio signals.   

1.1.5. Sparse Overcomplete Dictionaries and Efficient Factorial 
Codes  

One of the most important parts of any type of classification algorithm is to reduce 

the dimensionality of the input data. The classification task can be greatly 

simplified if only the salient features of the input data are used for classification. 

Typically, this involves some form of data compression that eliminates redundancy 
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in the data set. Speech is highly redundant as the local data samples are highly 

correlated to one another [3]. Moreover, language itself is highly redundant. 

Shannon showed the redundancy in the English language is due to three sources, 1) 

redundancy due to imbalance of probabilities of letter usage, 2) the joint 

probabilities of combinations of letters, and 3) joint probabilities of combinations 

of words. An efficient source encoder can reduce the imbalance in letter usage; 

however, this is only part of the overall redundancy in the structure of the language 

[25]. Shannon showed redundancy in English also comes from the interrelatedness 

or joint probabilities of letter usage. Shannon demonstrated that 3 letter sequences 

of letters that are randomly grouped according to the joint probability of English 

begin to look like readable texts. An example the formation for short word from 

randomly generated trigrams looks appear as, 

IN NO IST LAT WHEY CRATICT FROURE BIRS GROCID 

PONDENOME OF DEMONSTURES OF THE REPTAGIN IS REGOACTIONA 

OF CRE. 

Notice short words are created by following the joint probabilities of 3-letter 

sequences. The goal of efficient factorial coding is to eliminate or reduce the joint 

symbol probabilities at the expense of allowing some redundancy in frequency of 

use of symbols. The goal of this method is to represent complicated interactions as 

statistically independent events. Additionally, some redundancy can be helpful in 

high noise conditions [26] [27]. To this end, it has been found that large 
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dictionaries of overcomplete codes produce state-of-the-art representations for 

images and audio signals [28]. The codes are overcomplete because they are of 

much higher dimensionality than the data source. For speech, the dimensionality 

can be determined using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA performs an 

orthogonal decomposition, typically using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). 

The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue is used as a reference vector for the 

remainder of the decomposition. The dimensionality can be determined by the 

number of significant eigenvalues that contain the majority of the energy of the 

speech signal. Speech recognition algorithms, based on PCA eigenvector-based 

filters, have shown that only three filters are necessary to get good speech 

recognition word accuracy [29].  

The study of sparse overcomplete representations evolved on two fronts, 1) the 

mathematical study of wavelets and 2) the study of the neuroscience of image 

processing by ganglion cells in the retina of upper mammals. The two fields 

merged when the combination of sparsity and overcompleteness was shown to 

produce statistical independent symbols or efficient factorial codes [30]. The 

motivation for this dissertation is to learn efficient factorial codes from speech that 

captures unique vocal characteristic for individual speaker that can be used for 

robust speaker identification in noisy conditions. 
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1.1.6. Next Generation Speaker Identification  

The information age has sparked a renewed interest in the development of speaker 

identification algorithms that work well in real world, noisy environments. New 

applications for speaker identification like big data analytics, video conferencing 

transcription, speech-to-text transcription for the deaf
 

[31] as well as video 

conferencing transcriptions which is annotated by the speaker’s identity. In 

addition, next generation virtual assistants and hearing aids are fostering new 

research in advancing the state-of-the-art for automatic speaker identification. 

These new applications must be able to identify speakers from short utterances that 

occur in everyday conversations. Imagine for example, using Automatic Speech 

Recognition (ASR) for transcribing a poker tournament. The ASR system must be 

able to identify speakers from very short utterances, like, “fold”, “stay”, or “raise”. 

Moreover, these applications must be robust in presence of common types of 

background noise like music, road noise, busy street noise, as well as office and 

factory noise. Today, smartphones virtual assistant applications like Siri, Google 

Now, Cortana, or Alexa perform voice recognition-based commands centered on a 

particular user. While these virtual assistants work well in quiet settings, they often 

fail to work with normal everyday background noise. The newest generation of 

virtual assistants, like Amazon’s Alexa that can be hosted in the Echo speaker, 

features always-on technology that uses a 7-microphone array that performs beam 

steering for spatial noise cancellation. Additionally, the device learns over time to 

adjust to the speech patterns and preferences of individual users. However, reviews 
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of the Echo speaker indicate that the typical response from Echo Alexa is “Sorry, I 

didn’t understand the question I heard" [32]. It is clear from the review the Echo 

device’s ability to “learn over time” requires improvements in the adaptive beam 

steering noise cancellation algorithm to work with an individual speaker in a 

typical household noise environment.  

Advanced Speaker identification technology is also being incorporated into the 

next generation of hearing aids. Brainhearing is a technology from Oticon for 

advanced hearing aids
 
[33]. The primary goal of brainhearing technology is to 

recognize sounds, focus on desired audio sources, and separate relevant sounds 

from competing noise. Additionally, the goal of the technology is to preserve 

natural speech characteristics. Advance hearing aids use a combination of 

directional microphones and Noise Reduction (NR) for improving speech 

recognition in noise. Directional microphones provide noise reduction by spatial 

filtering that assumes the noise and desired signal are arriving from different 

directions, while the NR assume the speech and noise have different frequency 

components. Additional enhancements include wind noise reduction and 

dereverberation algorithms. Directional microphones are known to improve speech 

understanding in noise more than any other technology
 
[34]. NR detects sounds 

arriving at the hearing aid and determines if the sound is speech or noise. The gain 

is adjusted down when the sound is determined to be noise. Additionally, digital 

filter banks are used that emulate the human cochlear response and provide a more 
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natural listening experience. An advanced implementation from Beltone uses 17 

critical band human cochlear emulation filters
 
[35]. NR technology improves the 

comfort of the hearing aid but provides at best only a modest improvement or no 

change at all in speech understanding in noise
 
[34]. This is perhaps due to the 

assumption that the desired signal and noise have differing spectral characteristics 

when in fact they have overlapping frequency components. Invariably, some 

portion of the desired signal is removed when filtering in the frequency domain. 

There is no mention in the literature of hearing aids performing speaker 

identification for beam steering. Intuitively, a hearing aid that can recognize a 

speaker and can provide NR without modifying the speech characteristics has a 

better chance of optimizing the beam steering algorithm in noisy conditions. An 

example of a next generation hearing aid or personal assistant that uses microphone 

arrays for spatial noise filtering is shown in Figure 8. 
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basis vectors from speech
 
[23]. They used random sampling of speech and random 

initialization of basis vectors in their algorithm. Furthermore, they applied a 

learning heuristic that allowed the sample window to grow or shrink over the 

learning cycle. The results were shown to be very similar to gammatone impulse 

responses that match the auditory neural impulses in cats. Another approach 

implemented Shift-Invariant Sparse Coding (SISC) by applying statistical 

constraints that force the amplitude distribution of the basis vectors to follow a 

Laplacian distribution
 
[22]. Additionally, the algorithm is quite complex and solves 

a Lagrangian constrained optimization problem in the frequency domain. The 

algorithm learned high-level basis vector representations for speech and music and 

was shown to outperform state-of-the-art spectral and cepstral features for speaker 

identification and music genera classification at SNRs of 10 and 20 dB. Both of 

these learning algorithms are mathematically complex and both make assumptions 

about the nature of the signals in the learning algorithm. A primary motivation for 

this dissertation is to learn features directly from speech in a simple manner that 

makes minimal constraints on the statistics of the learned features. Constrained 

optimizations restrict the outcome to a set of expectations that might not capture the 

natural structure of the data. For example, a learning heuristic that allows time 

windows to grow more slowly on the front and faster on the back and could lead to 

gamma envelopes that have a fast attack and slow decay. The learning heuristic 

itself, might force the learned basis vectors to match the desired outcome instead of 

learning a different set of basis vectors directly from the data. 
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1.2. Objectives 

The objective of this dissertation is to derive a simple speaker identification 

algorithm that is robust in the presence of noise. The focus of the dissertation is to 

apply estimation and detection principles of communication theory to detect signals 

that are heavily embedded in noise. Cell phone technology has grown rapidly in the 

past decade. At the heart of this technology is the matched filter, i.e., the physical 

mechanism that optimally identifies bursts of RF energy in noisy changing 

conditions. Today, more than ever, it is necessary to identify new technologies that 

are also able to optimally detect speech and audio signals in noisy environments 

based on new applications and products entering the market on a regular basis. 

Researchers have begun to model feature extraction methods after the peripheral 

auditory system in humans. This approach is based on the remarkable audio 

perception ability of people to hear in noisy settings. For example, a mother can 

hear her child’s voice on a crowded bus in a busy street. Another example is the 

famous cocktail party scenario whereby, people are able to listen to an individual in 

the presence of many conversations and background music. In this dissertation, a 

bank of 16 gammatone filters is used to emulate the cochlear response. This is a 

typical number of filters used in modern hearing aids
 
[35]. A bank of 16 Gabor 

filters is also used that share identical center frequency distributions with similar 

bandwidths with the 16 gammatone filters. The Gabor filters were proposed by 

Gabor in his “quanta of information” theory for speech representations
 
[36]. 

Another objective is to learn a set of basis vectors that appear similar to either 
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Gammatone impulse responses or Gabor atoms without resorting to constraint 

optimizations or learning heuristics that assume properties of the desired output. In 

this dissertation, a method of data extraction called envelope sampling that finds 

segments of speech that are similar to Gabor or gammatone “seed atoms”. The data 

are extracted by performing atomic decomposition using the seed atoms. Envelope 

samples are extracted by forming the Kronecker product of the atomic envelopes 

with the data. Basis vectors are learned from the samples by application of a SAE. 

No other constraints are placed on the learning algorithm other than sparsity that is 

used to generate efficient factorial codes. This supports speech representations as a 

linear superposition of the learned basis vectors that match individual speaker’s 

fundamental characteristics. The focus of the dissertation is geared for practical 

applications using short training sessions of 2-5 seconds of training data for 

embedded low power devices like hearing aids.   
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1.3. Dissertation Outline 

Chapter 2 of the dissertation contains a literature review. The topic of Computa-

tional Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) is presented that is the study of processing 

speech in the T-F plane as images. Two examples of CASA implementations are 

presented. The first paper applies CASA principals to speaker identification. The 

second paper uses CASA principles for denoising speech using blind source 

separation. Gabor’s “quanta of information” theory is discussed that server as the 

fundamental basis for the dissertation. Matching pursuit is introduced with the 

work of Lewicki and Smith. They learned basis vectors from speech using 

matching pursuit and showed the results similar to gammatone impulse responses. 

Matching pursuit atomic decomposition and reconstruction of speech serves as a 

reduction to practice of Gabor’s “quanta of information” theory of speech. The 

evolution of sparse coding is presented in the next section. It evolved from a 

mathematical perspective with the study of wavelets and then computational 

harmonic analysis. Additionally, sparse coding also evolved on a biological and 

psychological front with the study of data compression and denoising in the retinal 

ganglion cells of upper mammals. The body of the dissertation is composed of 

three parts. The first part, covered in Chapter 3, deals with time segmentation of 

speech at low SNRs. In this section, a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) is 

implemented using 16 Gabor or 16 Gammatone atoms. A simple adaptive 

algorithm is developed that automatically adjusts to the spectral characteristic of 

speech in the T-F plane. Oracle data compression and denoising curves are 
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generated for atomic decompositions and reconstructions for the 16 Gammatone 

and 16 Gabor atoms. VAD accuracies from 640 test sentences from the TIMIT 

corpora demonstrate the robustness of the decomposition algorithm at 0 dB SNR. 

Chapter 2 contains a literature review discussing prior research on modern speaker 

identification techniques. Chapter 3 contains the design and implementation details 

of the CASA principle of sequential audio segmentation. 

Chapter 4 is dedicated to a discussion of data compression and denoising using 

learned basis vectors that match unique characteristics of individual speakers. A 

SAE is used to learn features from envelope samples. The envelop samples are 

portions of speech that are similar to the impulse responses of the 16 Gabor or 16 

gammatone atoms. The envelope sampling method of data sampling is based on 

matching pursuit atomic decomposition of speech using the Gabor or gammatone 

impulse responses as seed atoms. The envelop samples are formed by taking the 

Kronecker product of the Gaussian envelope or the gamma envelope with the data 

segment found by matching pursuit. Basis vectors are learned from the envelope 

samples using a SAE. This simple approach generates basis vectors that are similar 

to Gabor and gammatone impulse responses. However, the SAE is able to learn 

unique features that more closely match the characteristics of the speech. Oracle 

data compression and denoising curves are generated for basis vectors that are 

learned from envelope samples. Moreover, the learned basis vectors are shown 

have superior data compression and denoising performance that the seed atoms that 
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generated them. Chapter 4 contains a literature review of data compression 

techniques, while Chapter 5 has the design implementation details and performance 

measurements of the learned basis vectors. Chapter 5 addresses the classification 

algorithm that uses the distribution patterns of the amplitude weights in the T-F 

plane for speaker identification using the learned basis vectors from Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2: 
Literature Review  

2.1. Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) 

CASA techniques are based on the concept that the mind follows audio signals as 

auditory streams. These streams are similar to threads in computer operating 

systems. The auditory streams are constructed by sequential and simultaneous 

deconstructions of signals in the T-F plane. In this section, Bergman’s theory of 

Auditory Scene Analysis is reviewed. Two examples of the CASA techniques are 

discussed. 

2.1.1. Bergman’s Theory of Auditory Scene Analysis 

Bergman, an MIT psychologist, theorized the human minds remarkable ability to 

follow human conversations in high noise environments is based on the simple 

principle of audio segmentation in the time and frequency domains
 
[10]. He 

postulated that the sound pressure waves impinging on the ears are a summation of 

sounds from the environment that are added together with voice sounds. To be able 

to hear the voice in the presence of other sounds, the listener performs a heuristic 

process that separates the individual sounds into auditory streams. Bergman points 

out the sounds overlap in time as well as frequency. The human mind applies a 
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heuristic process to perform simultaneous groupings as well as sequential 

groupings. Sequential grouping connects sounds that arrive over time from the 

same source. Simultaneous groupings are components of sounds that arrive at the 

same time that are “probably parts of the same sounds”. Bergman shows perceptual 

distance between sounds is similar to perceptual distances in images. He continues 

to theorize the “perceptual distance" , is what decides simultaneous groupings. 

For a simple two sound experiment, sounds are grouped in a competitive process to 

components of pairs of sounds A and B that have the smallest perceptual distance 

. This process is similar to vision processing in which portions of images are 

grouped into clusters. The clusters from two different sources may overlap in the 

image, but the perceptual processing separates them into cluster groupings. 

Bergman further talks about the T-F plane and uses a simple two-tone sequential 

experiment to show that for slowly changing tones, the sequential groupings are a 

high and low frequency tone. Transitions between sounds become an important part 

of the grouping processing. For slow changes from sound A to sound B, the 

perceptual grouping is for a single changing sound. For rapid transitions, the 

groupings are separated into sounds A and B. If the frequency components of A 

and B overlap, the perception is that A accompanies B, if they overlap in time, 

otherwise B is considered to replace A. 
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Bergman furthers the discussion with the processing of recognition of sounds in a 

mixture of sounds. For “periodic sounds” such as voice, animal calls, and music he 

states these sounds have integer multiples of a fundamental frequency. Human 

perception takes advantage of this by strengthening groupings of frequencies that 

are harmonics of a fundamental frequency into a single sound. This process, he 

states, can be duplicated in CASA. Bergman identifies two approaches to 

implementation of computational models for Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA), a 

bottom-up approach and a top-down approach. The bottom-up approach is 

considered the prevalent and involves “learning cues from the acoustic structure of 

the sensory input”. This approach “takes advantage of the regularities in how 

sounds are produced in virtually all natural environments”. The top-down approach 

is based on “conscious attention or past experience in learning certain classes of 

sounds”. Bergman gives an example of this as being able to “single out a melody in 

a mixture of two”. 

2.1.2. Early CASA Speaker Identification 

Reynolds and Rose did one the earliest implementations of CASA-based speaker 

identification. In their paper, MFCC features and GMMs were used to perform 

speaker identification.
 
[12] Although they do not specifically refer to the method as 

being CASA based, they use MFCC features and GMMs for classification in the 

time-frequency plane. The GMMs capture spectral shapes that are useful for 

speaker identification. They show the GMM classifier outperforms Radial Basis 
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Function classifiers, Vector Quantification (VQ) codebooks, as well as tied 

Gaussian and uni-modal Gaussian classifiers. Reynolds and Rose use 5 seconds of 

clean speech utterances in a 49-population speaker identification scenario to 

achieve 96.8% speaker identification accuracy. They achieve the 80.8% accuracy 

for 15-second “noisy telephone” utterances. In both tests, the speech is 

unconstrained text-independent speech. They introduce possible methods of 

classification as being in one of three categories. The first method is called long-

term averaging of spectral features that may require more than 20 seconds of 

speech to obtain good long-term averages. Additionally, they point out this method 

misses short-term acoustical patterns that are highly specific for accurate speaker 

identification. The second method involves explicit and implicit segmentation of 

speech into phonetic sound classes. The explicit method compares individual 

phonetic sounds. This method is much more involved because it relies on the use of 

phonetic segregation and identification algorithms like Hidden Markov Models 

(HMMs). At the time of publication, these “front-end processing” algorithms were 

shown to provide almost no benefit in speaker identification accuracy. This might 

be because errors on phonetic identification could lead to a basis of comparison 

between similar but different sounds. Implicit segregation of sounds is based on 

unlabeled classes. Template-based clustering algorithms like K-means and VQ are 

discussed as being useful in speaker identification applications for constrained text 

dependent applications like automatic digit recognition; however, they are not well 

suited for unconstrained text independent classification. The third method 
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discussed in the paper is the use of neural networks (NN) for classification. This 

method uses NN to identify discriminant surfaces between speaker features for 

classification. Radial Basis Function NNs are mentioned as performing in a similar 

manner to VQ methods. The drawback of the NN approach is the entire network 

must be retrained when a new speaker is added to the population.  

Reynolds and Rose continue to identify the GMM classifier as being an implicit 

classifier. It is a probabilistic model that “captures the underling sounds of a 

person’s voice” like HMMs, but does not contain any memory or state transition 

probabilities. This method, they point out, is robust to perturbations from noise and 

telephone channels. The details of the algorithm implementation follow with a 

discussion of MFCC features and the derivation of the Gaussian probabilities. The 

study used the KING database that has 51 male speakers carrying on 45-second 

telephone conversations that were recorded by microphones for capturing clean 

speech. The test and training data sets were split approximately 50% training and 

50% testing. The speech test was composed of 5 seconds of speech that contained 

500 samples of 10 msec segments. It is assumed the 10 msec segments were 

derived by some form of audio segmentation so they represent active speech 

intervals. Because speech has large intervals of silence between utterances, the 

actual test and training sets more likely correspond to 10 seconds of normal voice 

speech. The Gaussian probabilities were trained using the Expectation 

Maximization (EM) algorithm that finds the means and variances of Gaussian 
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actual noise performance. While the test and training sets were considered to use 

short utterances, they are significantly longer than the training sets of 2-3 seconds, 

and test sets of 1-2 seconds used in this study. The 90-second training set actually 

corresponds to 3 minutes of un-segmented speech, which is a long set for today’s 

applications. For practical conversational applications, the test sets can be quite 

short, often only involving single word utterances. Moreover, new methods of 

training use a combination of text dependent wake words with text independent 

learning. For example, the Echo speaker that hosts Alexa can use speaker 

verification when someone says “Hey Alexa” to treat the following utterance as 

text independent speech. Additionally, people using next generation hearing aids 

might be trained to say a person’s name they are talking to so the keyword may 

also trigger text independent learning. Both these examples would enable the 

device to learn over time and adapt to individual characteristics on speaker’s voices 

in real world, noisy environments.  

2.1.3. CASA Ideal Binary Mask Speaker Identification 

A second study Zhao, Shao and Wang, implemented a speaker identification 

method designed for high noise environments [38]. They developed a feature 

extraction method based on a cochlear auditory model and developed Gammatone 

Feature Cepstral Coefficients (GFCCs). The GFCC-based features were shown to 

provide better speaker identification accuracy than MFCC-based features at low 

SNRs. Additionally, the results show superior performance compared to the 
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European Telecommunications Institute’s Advanced Feature Extraction algorithm 

(ETSI-AFE). The ETSI-AFE algorithm uses enhanced MFCCs for processing in 

combination with Weiner filtering and speech activity detection.  

The method used CASA segregation methods to generate a T-F binary mask. Either 

the speech is reconstructed from the T-F binary mask or the noise is marginalized 

by the T-F binary mask. Both methods were shown to be effective and a combined 

approach is taken to produce the best classification accuracy in noisy conditions. 

The CASA methodology generated an ideal binary mask in the T-F plane that 

outlined speech components. Data inside the mask, represented by a “1”, was 

considered valid speech, while data outside the mask represented by a “0” was 

considered noise. The 1’s and 0’s were feed the reconstruction and marginalization 

units for classification processing. They used a parallel bank of gammatone filters 

that represents an audio peripheral model of the human cochlear, to process the 

incoming speech. The GFCC-based features were shown to significantly 

outperform MFCCs. Sixty-four (64) gammatone filters were used to cover a range 

of frequencies from 50 Hz to 4000 Hz or 8000 Hz depending on the sampling rate. 

The center frequencies are distributed on and Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth 

scale
 
[39]. The filters have the same bandwidth with higher center frequencies 

having higher bandwidths. The outputs of each filter were rectified and decimated 

to a 100 Hz sample rate, which corresponded to a 10 msec sample time. The 

decimated outputs were compressed for loudness using a cubic amplitude 
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compression characteristic. The outputs of the gammatone filter bank were 

overlapped in frequency and were therefore correlated. To remove the correlation 

and reduce the dimensionality, a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to the 

full 64 Gammatone image. A spectrogram of speech with a 10 dB SNR and its 

Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) is shown in Figure 11. The spectrogram is decimated in 

time by a factor of 100 to produce a compressed IBM that captures the T-F features 

of the speech.  

 

Figure 11 – Speech Spectrogram @ 10 dB SNR Top and its IBM Bottom 

The ideal binary mask was created by using a multi-pitch tracking algorithm that 

identifies voiced speech using a Hidden Markov Model. The multi-pitch tracking 

algorithm produces 2-pitch point per frame when speech is present. When only 

noise is present, the multi-pitch tracking algorithm produces only 1-pitch point per 
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frame. Given an estimated pitch, a 6-dimensional pitch feature is extracted for 

classification. The feature is feed to a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) that generates 

posterior probabilities during training. The output of the MLP is the Ideal Binary 

Mask. An example of a Cochleagram of noisy speech with an SNR of 10 dB and its 

IBM are shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12 – Noisy Speech Cochleagram Representation Top and IBM Bottom 

This study demonstrates the robust performance of CASA processing speech as 

images in the T-F plane. Moreover, the addition of the cochlear auditory model for 

speech further enhanced the noise robustness. The HMM pitch identification is a 

top-down approach as opposed to a bottoms-up auditory model according to 

Bergman’s CASA theory. The HMM has the ability to learn state transition 
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probabilities for vowels for a given language that also naturally adapts to timing 

variations in speech. The Speaker Identification Accuracy was tested using the 

2002 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation corpus. The corpus has 330 speakers 

that each has 2 minutes of recorded conversation. The conversations are divided in 

5-second intervals, with 2 for training, 2 for development, and 20 for training. 

Noise was added to the speech at levels of -6, 0, 6, 12, and 18 dB SNRs for speech 

shaped noise (SSN), babble noise, and factory noise. The babble and factory noise 

were not stationary but the SSN was stationary. The SID performance for GFCC, 

MFCC, and ETSI-AFE based features for babble, factory, and SSN are shown in 

Figure 13. The GFCC and MFCC both had a dimension of 22 to enable fair 

comparisons between the two feature extraction methods. 
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The ETSI-AFE and GFCC SID accuracy is approximately 20% at 0 dB SNR. A 

final observation of the study is the training and testing data sets are divided in 100 

seconds for training, 10 seconds for development (validation), and 10 seconds for 

testing. These are lengthy training and test times compared to the goal of 1-2 

seconds for testing and 2-3 seconds for training.  

2.1.4. CASA Image-based Speech Separation 

Lin and Fu used wavelets to separate overlapped speech from multiple speakers in 

their paper Speech Separation Based on the Images Analysis Method in CASA [40]. 

They discussed the problem of separating speech from noise as a Blind Source 

Separation (BSS) process typically done with microphone arrays. Drawbacks of 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) were presented that show the number of 

sources cannot exceed the number of microphones. This requires the number of 

sources to be known ahead of time. This was not practical, so the need for a new 

method of speech separation that uses only characteristics of the speech itself was 

identified. They searched auditory scenes in the T-F plane and identified sources 

that are likely part of the same sound by exploiting characteristics of the human 

auditory system. Primarily, the algorithm searched for pitch patterns in images of 

voiced speech in the T-F plane. The traditional method of pattern identification was 

based on taking derivatives of the images for generation of a binary mask. In their 

approach, they used correlations of 2-D wavelets with images in the T-F plane. The 

use the concept of growing seed regions from image processing to identify pitch 
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patterns in speech. The study did not provide details on the preprocessing feature 

extraction methods other than to give a generic CASA methodology of passing 

speech through a parallel bank of bandpass filters. The generic model shows 

features are extracted from the outputs of the filters to generate an image in the T-F 

plane. They learned binary masks from four speakers using the seed region growing 

technique to identify pitch patterns. The results showed that speaker blind source 

separation works using a two-speaker example.  

In another study, unsupervised blind source separation of sound was implemented 

using cochleagrams [41]. The source separation algorithm was based on the Quasi-

EM framework. The analysis presented showed that the cochleagram-based T-F 

representation has superior source separation properties than spectrogram T-F 

representations. An example of cochleargrams of a female speaker overlapped in time with 

a male speaker is shown in Figure 14. The female speaker has higher frequency 

energy distribution, whereas, the male speaker’s energy is distributed at lower 

frequencies. The algorithm is unsupervised so only the rudimentary acoustic 

features of the cochleagrams are used to separate the speakers. The source 

separation results are shown in Figure 15. The algorithm was able to separate the 

male and female voices into high frequency and low frequency representations. The 

accuracy is adequate to shown that a male and female voice are present 

simultaneously.  
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Figure 14 – Speaker 1 (a), Speaker 2(b), Mixture of Speaker's 1&2 (c) 

The results of the speaker source separation are shown in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15 – Separation Results, Speaker 1 (a) and Speaker 2 (b) 
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These two studies show that speech source separation is possible using CASA-

based image analysis methods for segmentation. Two class groupings applied to the 

T-F plane provide a powerful source separation method for images with 

overlapping spectral features. 

2.1.5. CASA Summary and Conclusions  

All three of the CASA papers used Bergman’s image processing techniques in the 

T-F plane. Additionally, they all used a heuristic that involved tracking pitch 

patterns in voiced speech to generate audio streams for individual speakers. The 

paper by Reynolds and Rose used implicit GMM models for speaker identification. 

This approach is adaptable to short training sequences because the model is implicit 

and the GMMs can be trained with relatively short training sets. The second paper 

by Zhao et al., uses an explicit HMM, top-down model for tracking pitch, which is 

not applicable to short training sequence applications. The HMM requires good 

statistical data to learn the state transition probabilities. Both of these papers used a 

significant portion of the available data for training. Additionally, both papers used 

relatively long test sequences of 5-10 seconds of data that would not meet the goal 

of short training and testing sequences for this dissertation. Finally, application of 

CASA techniques can be used to separate speakers by pitch tracking methods in the 

T-F plane with overlapping spectral characteristics. 
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2.2. Atomic Decomposition of Speech  

2.2.1. Gabor’s Quanta of Information Speech Theory  

In his 1946 paper, titled Theory of Communication, Gabor examines time series and 

Fourier methods of signal analysis [36]. Gabor proposes a new type of signal 

analysis based on “quanta of information” with each quantum conveying “one 

numerical datum”. Gabor realizes time localization is possible with time analysis 

and frequency localization is possible with Fourier analysis. He describes the 

“uncertainty relation” by noting that time durations of individual frequency 

components are of finite duration and can therefore only be measured with a certain 

inaccuracy. Likewise, Gabor notes that signals of finite frequency components can 

only measure time with a certain inaccuracy. Gabor proposes a new method of 

signal analysis that bridges the gap between time analysis and frequency analysis. 

Gabor refers to “elementary signals” that occupy the smallest possible area on the 

“information diagram”. In today’s terminology, this means localization in the time-

frequency plane. Gabor stipulates the information is composed of “harmonic 

oscillations” modulated by a “probability pulse”. 

Gabor further explains his new analysis technique in terms of quantum theory. The 

new theory Gabor introduces is that a time series signal of finite duration with fixed 

sampling intervals may be represented by a polynomial. This amounts to finding 

the first N moments of the data, and minimizing the error using least squares. 
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Gabor proposes a similar method of fitting a finite number of elementary functions 

to the data by the method of least squares. The accuracy of the fit is based on the 

quality of the elementary functions. 

Gabor proposes using sine and cosines as the elementary function. Gabor notes 

Fourier analysis is based on infinite wave-trains and that a “changing frequency” is 

a contradiction in terms as it is changing in time and frequency. Gabor shows a 

delta function in frequency and shows a sinewave of infinite duration in the T-F 

plane. The signal is localized in the frequency but completely unlocalized in the 

time. Gabor continues to postulate how to represent sinewaves of finite duration. 

Gabor proposes that a bank of “reed resonators” or other bandpass filters might best 

represent sinewaves of finite duration. Gabor further says each resonator will 

localize signals in the T-F plane with a characteristic rectangle. It is then proposed 

to break up the T-F plane into a set of characteristic boxes. Gabor calls this display 

the “diagram of information”. Gabor calls this representation a transformation from 

time or frequency to a time and frequency display.  

Gabor then compares the ideas of thinking in time and frequency as being common 

to quantum physicists. He stresses it is impossible to simultaneously know both 

localized time and frequency. He relates the information rectangles to Heisenberg’s 

principal of uncertainty. Gabor describes the uncertainty principle using quadrature 

components of elementary pulse-type signals. The mathematics gets very involved 
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at this point, but the discussion results in representing signals with a bank of 

overlapping reed resonator-type filters in which majority of the energy is 

concentrated around the center of each filter. 

From here, the discussion focuses on transmitting data in minimum time through a 

bandpass filter. The concept of frequency “splashing” is discussed if the 

transmitting pulse is not sufficiently smooth. This leads to the search for smooth 

pulse shapes, which are characterized in the T-F plane. The cosine square pulsed is 

noted as a possible optimal solution for the transmitting pulse shape.  

Gabor shows a sinusoidal frequency modulated carrier in the T-F plane, and shows 

an example of information rectangles that follow the FM signal in both time and 

frequency. 

2.2.2. Learning Gammatone-like Basis Vectors from Speech 

In their paper Efficient Auditory Coding, Lewicki and Smith develop a variation of 

the matching pursuit algorithm, used for audio encoding, that produces results that 

closely match the physiology of auditory nerve fibers in mammals
 
[23]. REVCOR, 

or Reverse Correlation Filters, are the linear equivalent of the impulse response of 

auditory nerve fibers. The representation of speech is based on time and amplitude 

weighting from a set of basis vectors. The audio stream may be represented by, 
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=  ∑∑ � − +  (20) 

Where  and  are the temporal positions and amplitude scaling of the i
th

 

component of the m
th

 basis function. The error term is due to residual, or the 

difference between the original audio waveform and the coded signal. The 

“matching pursuit” algorithm performs two important functions: 1) it is used to find 

the amplitude and time positions,   and   given a set of basis vectors; and 2) 

the basis function are updated. 

The matching pursuit algorithm iteratively decomposes the audio signal by 

projecting the input data onto a set of basis vectors. The basis function with the 

largest inner product is subtracted from the input feature, and its time coordinate 

and amplitude are recorded. The algorithm is halted when the amplitudes of the 

basis vectors amplitude,   fall below a stopping threshold.  

The equation for x(t) above can be rewritten as: 

|� =  ∫ |�,  (21) ≈  |�, ̂ ̂  (22) 

Here, ŝ is an approximation to posterior maximum, comes from a set of coefficients 

generated by matching pursuit. It is assumed that the noise in |�, ̂ , is 
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Gaussian, and that ̂  is sparse. The basis vectors are optimized by doing 

gradient ascent on the approximate log data probability, 

� ( |� ) = � [ |�, ̂ ̂ +  ̂ ] (23) 

= −�� � ‖ − ∑∑ � − ‖  (24) 

= �� ∑ ̂ � [ − ̂] �  (25) 

Here [ − ̂] �  is the residual from basis function � , at position . The update 

equation is just the weighted average of the residual error. 

The quantized amplitudes were treated a sample from a random variable. The 

entropy was estimated as histograms of the quantized values. This method produces 

the number of bits/symbol. Rate is then the measure of the number of code words 

per second times the number of bits/symbol. The algorithm was run on two 

categories of natural sounds as well as speech. The basis vectors learned from 

speech are shown in Figure 16. The basis vectors are similar to gammatone 

impulse responses. Moreover, the bandwidth center frequency distribution follows 

a straight line on a log-log scale. The natural sounds were divided transient sounds 

such as cracking twigs and crunching leaves. The other category was made of 

ambient sounds such as rain and rushing water and wind, or rustling sounds. The 

coding efficiency is defined as the number of codes required to reach an arbitrary 
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remarkable similar to cochlear impulse responses in the peripheral audio pathways 

of mammals. 

2.2.3. Speech Activity Detection Using Gabor Atoms and 
Matching Pursuit Decomposition 

In a study by Lobo and Loizou a robust speech activity detector is developed that 

perfume well in the presence of additive noise
 
[42]. Matching pursuit atomic 

decomposition was performed using a dictionary of Gabor atoms. The algorithm 

finds the best-fit Gabor atom to the previous residual of the speech decomposition. 

The newly fitted atom is removed from the previous residual, leaving a new 

residual. This process creates a feature of Gabor coefficients that are used to 

represent the speech signal. Multi-dimensional Discriminant Analysis is used to 

reduce the feature of Gabor coefficients. The reduced set of coefficients is input to 

a radial basis neural network for voice activity discrimination. For a SNR of 5 dB, 

the algorithm achieves 84% speech identification accuracy as compared to the 30 

dB SNR performance. The Gabor dictionary is used, as it is able to localize speech 

in time and frequency. Thus, it is able to represent fricatives that are short in time 

and contain broadband frequency content. Additionally, it can also represent voiced 

portions of speech that contain localized frequency components with long time 

durations. Multi-dimensional Discriminant Analysis is used to reduce the 

dimensionality of the data. This is a generalized eigenvalue problem in which the 
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most significant eigenvalues of a scatter matrix are retained.  are the eigenvectors 

that satisfy, 

= �  (26) 

 is a between-class scatter matrix and  is a within-class scatter matrix. �  is the 

ℎ eigenvector.  

In Lobo and Loizou’s study, the RBFNN was used to classify the reduced 

dimensionality set of Gabor coefficients. This important point of this study is that 

the Gabor coefficients were used for the classifier and not the sampled data. 

Additionally, this study shows the matching pursuit algorithm in combination with 

a Gabor dictionary is effective as a discriminator for noisy voice activity detection. 

This study validates the approach of using matching pursuit and atomic 

decomposition as a front-end processor for a robust speaker identification 

algorithm.  

2.2.4. Atomic Decomposition of Speech Summary and 
Conclusions 

In this section, Gabor postulated that speech might be composed of elementary 

atomic functions. Gabor proposed these elementary functions could be Gaussian 

pulses that are used to modulate a sinusoid. The atoms could be dilated in time and 

amplitude. Furthermore, these fundamental atoms could be used to tile the T-F 

plane and create a mosaic that follows abrupt changes in frequency. This approach 
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was shown to break the T-F uncertainty barrier of Fourier-based methods. The 

work by Lewicki and Smith showed that basis vectors learned from speech 

resemble gammatone filter impulse responses. These match neural auditory 

impulses in mammals. Moreover, the learned basis vectors have data compression 

characteristic that outperform FFT and wavelet-based methods. Lastly, Lobo and 

Loizou applied matching pursuit atomic decomposition using Gabor atoms produce 

a high quality, speech activity detector that works well in high noise settings. 

Based on this research, a speech segmentation algorithm will be used to perform 

the first CASA segmentation principle of time segmentation in Chapter 3. 

Additionally, 16 Gabor and 16 Gammatone atoms will be used for the time 

segmentation algorithm. The speech segmentation accuracy will be compared for 

both types of atoms. The data compression verses denoising gain curves will be 

plotted that show the relative performance of both atomic decomposition and 

reconstruction methods. 

2.3. The Mathematical Evolution of Sparse Coding 

The study of orthogonal wavelet transforms gained wide popularity in the 1980’s 

[28]. They were used to attack the uncertainty barrier of Fourier transform methods. 

The study of orthogonal wavelets has led to all the popular data compression 

algorithms in use today, from JPEG standards to MP3 and MP4 compression 

standards for image and audio compression. Fourier methods have been widely 
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A general theory of orthogonal wavelets was developed in the 1990’s, that showed 

mother and father wavelets are generated by a high-pass and low-pass filtering, 

respectively. The filtering operations are followed by decimation. Redundant 

representations result if the decimation process is eliminated. These overcomplete 

representations are known as translation invariant representations. A first indication 

that sparse representations outperform orthogonal wavelets came from these 

translation invariant wavelet transforms. Removing low amplitude coefficients 

from the redundant wavelet transforms leads to the concept of sparsity in which 

only a select few of the wavelets are retained. Higher data compression rates 

produce the same SNRs via the inverse transform. Additionally, better denoising 

SNRs are obtained with the redundant representations for the same number of 

wavelet coefficients. 

One example of redundant dictionary wavelets is based on the Gabor transform. 

The Gabor transform is a bank of parallel Short Time Fourier Transforms (STFT), 

with dyadic window sizes, and a Gaussian window. Redundancy occurs because 

each STFT, with its own window length completely represents the signal. Selection 

of the highest energy coefficients captures the signal in the time-frequency plane by 

choosing short atoms for fine time resolution, while longer time windows capture 

localized frequencies. The overall number of coefficients is sparse because only the 

best atoms for each STFT are retained, while the dictionary is redundant.  
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From these early works, it was soon apparent redundant representations outperform 

their orthogonal wavelet counterparts, and the search was on for sparse 

representations.  

The study of computational harmonic was born as result of the early studies in 

orthogonal wavelets. This broad area of study involves frame analysis that consists 

of the dual analysis and synthesis problems. 

The dual synthesis problem: 

• The decomposition coefficients of must be computed on a family of selected 

features 

• Basis vectors known, find decomposition 

The dual analysis problem: 

• The decomposition coefficients must be computed on a family of selected 

features 

• Basis vectors unknown, find basis vectors from data 

The frame theory gives energy equivalence conditions to solve both problems with 

stable operators. When the basis is orthonormal then both bases are equal, and the 

analysis and synthesis problems are then identical. Studies in computational 

harmonic analysis lead to the redundant representations such as curvelets and 
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ridgelets for image processing. Curvelets outperform shift invariant thresholding 

for denoising applications. Moreover, they are at the forefront of image processing 

technology for application such as image denoising and facial recognition. The 

concept of frame analysis is that while many basis vector representations of a given 

set of data are possible, only one good set may exist that captures the underlying 

statistics of the data in general. The search for orthogonal wavelet in the 1980’s, 

and the desire to attach the uncertainty barrier of Fourier methods, has resulted in 

the search for sparse redundant dictionaries.  

2.4. Sensory Neuroscience Evolution of Sparse Coding 

2.4.1. Efficient Factorial Codes 

Atick studied the data compression characteristics of the ganglion cells of the retina 

in detail
 
[27]. He developed one of the first neural networks that model the 

behavior of the ganglion cells. Atick discusses the statistical compositions of 

natural images and demonstrates that the functions of the simple cells in the 

primary visual cortex capture these same statistics. Atick expounds on the theory of 

minimum entropy, or factorial codes that minimize difference between inter-

symbol dependencies. Consider a message w composed of l symbols, the 

probability of a message, 

= ,… . . ,  (27) 
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If the messages are independent, then the probability of a message is simply, 

� = � � …  �  (28) 

The entropy H(m) can be written as the sum over symbols (or pixel), entropies, 

H(i) as, 

= −∑ ∑ �== � ≡ ∑=  (29) 

Atick points out, that in general, the symbols are not statistically independent and 

so the total entropy does not equal the sum of the individual pixel entropies. In 

general, the message entropy is, 

≤ ∑=  (30) 

If all symbols in a message are equally likely,{� = , ∀ } the maximum 

entropy is achieved which is denoted as the capacity C, 

( ) = (∑= ) = ≡  (31) 

The redundancy is given as, 

=  −  (32) 
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Atick states there are two contributions to redundancy, 

= ( − ∑= ) + (∑= − ) (33) 

The first term is the redundancy due to unequal symbol probabilities. This term 

goes to zero if all the symbols are equally likely. The second term is used to 

describe redundancy due to joint entropies of statistically correlated symbols. If all 

the symbols are independent, the second term vanishes. Codes that reduce or 

eliminate redundancy are called minimum redundancy codes. This is the approach 

taken for communications systems where the goal is to operate as close as possible 

to the channel capacity. Codes that minimize the difference, − , are 

called minimum entropy codes. The goal of minimum entropy codes is to eliminate 

the statistical dependencies between symbols at the expense of decreasing the 

entropy of the individual symbol probabilities. The goal is to express the joint 

entropy of symbols as a product of independent symbol probabilities, resulting in 

“factorial” codes. This can only be done by tolerating some redundancy in symbol 

probabilities. For neural coding, Atick notes some redundancy adds robustness in 

the presence of noise and can therefore be tolerated. 

2.4.2. Sparse Autoencoder Basis Feature Learning  

Olshausen and Field built upon the work of Atick and develop minimum entropy 

codes that capture the underlying statistics of natural images
 
[30]. Moreover, these 
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codes behave in the same manner as the receptive fields of the primary visual 

cortex. Olshausen and Field studied the receptive fields in simple cells in the 

primary visual cortex of mammals. They describe these fields as localized, 

oriented, and bandpass, comparable to the basis vectors of wavelets. They develop 

a sparse basis vector encoding scheme that captures the properties of localized, 

oriented and bandpass.  

Olshausen and Field’s paper introduces the SAE as a method of extracting a sparse 

basis vector representation of natural images. The autoencoder performs in a 

manner similar to ICA in that it learns a sparse basis vector representation with 

high kurtosis. Additionally, the features extracted from the SAE look very similar 

the “edges” learned by ICA. 

An image may be made constructed from a weighted linear summation of basis 

vectors. 

, =  ∑ � ,  (34) 

The goal of image encoding is to find a statistically independent set of basis vectors φ  that form a complete code that span a set of natural images. The notion of 

statistically independence here is the same as “minimum entropy” or factorial codes 

of Barlow and Atick. 
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A discussion of Principal Component Analysis concludes this method is not 

consistent with the neurobiology. PCA produces an orthonormal representation of 

the images that capture the direction of maximum variance. The pairwise data 

points are decorrelated, a a = a a . However, the data that results from PCA 

do not match any know receptive fields, as the data are not localized. Furthermore, 

natural images containing curved edges do not render well with orthogonal 

components. In short, PCA does not capture the statistical structure of the data. 

Olshausen further says the statistical structure of images may be seen when the 

joint entropy, H(a ,a , … a ) < ∑ H a , is less than the sum of individual 

entropies. The strategy of reducing the individual entropies is suggested as a means 

to gain statistical independence. This is attributed to Barlow’s minimum entropy 

code
 
[26]. It is then conjectured that natural images have “sparse structure” and that 

any image may be made with a small number of basis vectors selected from a large 

dictionary. 

The cost function for the sparse code is introduced as, 

= −[  ] − �[   ] (35) 

Where, 

 =  −∑ [ , − ∑ � , ],  (36) 
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and,  

[   ] = −∑ �  (37) 

Where � is a scaling factor, several different penalty functions were tried through 

experimentation, − − , + , 
and | |, and all produced similar results. 

The cost function E is minimized by gradient descent averaged over a number of 

images. The derivatives of  are found from, 

̇ = − ∑� , ,, − ∑� , � , − �� ′ �  (38) 

The learning rule for updating � is then, 

∆� , = [ , − ∑ � , ]  (39) 

Here , is a learning rate parameter, and ∑ � ,  is the reconstructed 

image. 

The magic of this algorithm is in the sparsity penalty term, which punishes 

individual feature features for overuse, while at the same time finding the best set 
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of � ’s that minimize the reconstruction error. This penalty strategy does not 

directly enforce a policy of equally likely basis vectors. However, indirectly it does, 

by forcing the “usage percentage” for any one basis vector below a threshold. If the 

threshold is low enough, and very uncommon feature features are not used, the 

overall population of feature features is “herded” into a small usage percentage 

window. The algorithm allows for an overcomplete representation, as the number 

of basis features can be greater than the size of the input. The features are non-

orthogonal, which allow for a richer representation of complex images from simple 

basis features. In short, the basis features capture the underlying statistical structure 

of the images. This paper concludes the basis vectors are very similar to the 

receptive fields. Additionally, the entropy after training is 4.0 bits as compared to 

4.6 bits before training, and the Kurtosis has increased from 7 to 20, for an image 

reconstruction error that is 10% of the variance of the original image. It is pointed 

out that other cost functions and optimizations produce similar results. This will be 

seen later when the sparsity penalty is based on the Kullback-Liebler divergence. 

The Kullback-Liebler penalty term directly forces equally likely basis vector usage. 

Additionally, a different cost function will be used that minimizes the mean square 

error between the input and the reconstructed output. The training will be based on 

back-propagation, so the gradients will also be different. However, this approach 

will be shown to produce indistinguishable results from the basis features learned 

here. This paper does not address audio processing. However, a landmark paper ties 

the theory of minimum entropy codes to the neurobiology of optical cortical fields. 
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Moreover, it presents the first unsupervised learning algorithm that finds sparse 

basis vector representations of natural images consistent with the know properties 

of simple cells in the primary visual cortex of mammals.  

2.5. Shift Invariant Sparse Coding of Speech 

Grosse et al., discuss learning basis vectors from unlabeled speech data for all 

possible shifts of the input data [22]. The central idea is that same basis vectors can 

be reused to represent speech at different time positions in the signal sequence. An 

example of a basis vector construction learned from spectrograms is shown in 

Figure 20. A shift invariant basis vector construction of a speech segment using 

multiple shifts of the same basis vectors is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 20 – Basis Vector Construction a Spectrogram Segment Using 3 Basis Vectors 
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Figure 21 – Basis Vector Construction of a Spectrogram Segment  

Using Multiple Shifts of Basis Vectors 

The central paper theme is to learn these repeated basis vectors across the T-F span 

of spectrograms. The paper addresses the dual analysis and synthesis problems by 

using an algorithm that alternately learns basis vectors and then updates the 

analysis coefficients in an algorithm using a feature sign “trick” called FS-EXACT. 

The paper addresses unsupervised feature learning as a method of learning basis 

vectors from unlabeled data. Basis vectors are learned from large amounts of 

unlabeled data, possible from the internet, social media or newsfeeds. Large 

amounts of data produce significantly better results for many classification 

problems. Speech signals are represented by linear combinations of basis vectors 

from a large overcomplete dictionary. This study assumes the distribution of the 

amplitude weights of the basis vectors is Laplacian. This is consistent with 

amplitude distribution of speech. The learning method for the weights is based on 
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L1 regularization, which leads to the Laplacian distribution. L2 regularization is 

used for basis vector learnings, and this is compatible with a Gaussian distribution 

in basis vectors.  

The study discusses sparse coding as introduced by Olshausen and Fields. An 

example is given that a 500 msec portion of speech might be represented by only 

10 basis vectors. The example further states this segment of speech originally 

contains 8000 discrete samples. The paper proposes that classification based on 

these 10 samples is “significantly easier to reason with”. Additionally, the paper 

states these basis vectors might represent underlying acoustic events, such as the 

vibration of vocal cords. The intuition is that the structure of speech is captured by 

the basis vectors and best correlates to speech signals embedded in noise. The 

majority of the paper is devoted to a compact algorithm that learns the basis vectors 

from speech signals. Once the basis vectors are learned, any speech signal can be 

represented by time and amplitude coefficients of the basis vectors. 

The term Shift Invariant Sparse Coding, SISC is introduced. This allows each basis 

function to be replicated at each time offset of the speech signal. The paper 

continues to state it is not possible to find an optimum solution that best represents 

the speech given a basis vector set. Heuristic solutions are only possible, many of 

which imitate the responses in the cochlear and auditory nerve. The signal is 

represented by the following equations. 
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= ∑ ,=  +  (40) 

,  ~ ⁄  (41)  ~ � , � �  (42) 

 is the signal at the ℎ shift. ,  is the amplitude at the ℎ shift of the ℎ 

basis vector.  selects the individual basis vector. The final term  is an error 

term representing reconstruction error.  

Learning is based on, 

.   ∑ ‖ − ∑ − ∗ ,= ‖= +   ∑ ‖ , ‖=  
(43) 

. .  ‖ ‖  ≤ ,   ≤ ≤  (44) 

This algorithm uses L1 regularization for the amplitude terms. Furthermore, the 

learning is contingent on minimization of the L2 norm of the basis vectors. 

The paper introduces a fast coding algorithm that solves this minimization problem. 

The algorithm learns basis vectors through unsupervised learning. Classification 

experiments are performed using the basis vector coefficients as inputs to a 

classifier. The paper performs speaker recognition based on the TIMIT data set. 

Unsupervised learning was done using TIMIT districts 1 through 4. TIMIT districts 
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5-6 were used for development and TIMIT districts 7-8 were used for testing. One 

sentence for each speaker is used for training or supervised learning. The study 

used five different kinds of household noises, electric shavers, printers, running 

water, and a fan. Classification experiments were performed using 1.5 seconds of 

TIMIT speech for testing. Support Vector Machine (SVM), Gaussian Discriminate 

Analysis (GDA) and MultiExp (softmax) classification algorithms were applied to 

the extracted features. These included SISC and MFCC features as well as raw 

spectrogram features. Tests were conducted with the SAME type of noise used for 

training and testing. RANDOM was use when the noise for training and testing was 

variable. DIFFERENT was used when the training and test sets had different types 

of noise. For the SAME category, the GDA classifier using raw spectrogram data 

performed the best for all SNRs as shown in Table II. The SISC features had the 

best performance when the training and test noise sources were DIFFERENT as 

well as RANDOM. 

Table II – 5-Way Speaker Identification Accuracy for  

SISC, MFCC, and Raw Features 

Noise Condition 
SISC MFCC Raw 

SVM GDA MultiExp SVM GDA MultiExp SVM GDA MultiExp 

No noise 71.2 74.2 70.7 46.0 71.6 62.6 64.9 78.9 46.1 

SAME, SNR=20 
SAME, SNR=10 

58.6 
55.3 

60.6
56.3 

58.9 
53.8 

37.7 
33.5 

64.9
57.9 

53.2 
48.6 

53.5 
50.7 

66.9
61.8 

41.6 
40.4 

RANDOM, SNR=20 
RANDOM, SNR=10 

51.8 
42.0 

51.0
48.7 

55.6 
48.7 

34.3 
29.2 

55.8

43.8 
42.1 
31.9 

42.1 
33.1 

51.1
38.5 

35.2 
27.5 

DIFFERENT, SNR=20 
DIFFERENT, SNR=10 

44.1 
32.3 

50.8
41.0 

50.3 
41.3 

31.0 
20.3 

43.8
31.5 

33.6 
19.7 

28.7 
21.7 

40.0
23.3 

28.5 
27.1 
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The performance of SISC using unsupervised feature learning is comparable to, or 

mostly superior to MFCCs. The paper summarizes the SISC feature performance, 

“MFCCs comprise a carefully engineered feature set that has been specifically 

designed to capture the discriminative features of audio”. “In contrast, the SISC 

features were discovered fully automatically using unlabeled data, but still lead to 

comparable or superior performance”. 

Sparse coding was discovered as a mathematical and statistical description of 

image processing that is believed to represent neural coding of the sensory images 

in upper mammals. In the study, SISC was applied to music genera classification as 

well as speaker identification. Furthermore, this application of sparse coding used 

unsupervised basis feature learning that learned generalized music basis vectors or 

generalized speech basis vectors. For the case of speaker identification, basis 

vectors were learned from TIMIT districts that were not part of the testing data. In 

other words, the basis vectors learned generic audio characteristics of the English 

language. These were learned from other regions of the country not included in the 

testing set. The advantage of this approach is basis vectors may be learned from 

massive amounts of unlabeled data that is readily available from the internet. After 

the generic basis vectors were learned, supervised learning was used to train the 

classifier using very short training sets. For the case of speaker identification, only 

a single TIMIT sentence was used for supervised learning. Additionally, short 

testing segments of 1.5 seconds of speech were used for testing. These short 
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training and tests sets are consistent with the goals of this study to learn basis 

vectors from short training sets and to test using short utterances. The study uses 

the amplitude weights in the T-F plane of the basis vectors for classification. A 

similar approach will also be used for speaker identification in this dissertation. 

This method deconstructs noisy audio signals into basis feature representation that 

are highly compressed and denoised versions of the original signal. The intuition is 

that the basis vectors represent the essence of the information pertaining to 

individual speakers in a succinct optimal manner, which allows the classifier to 

make good decisions in noisy conditions.  

2.6. Sparse Coding and Deep Learning 

In their paper titled Unsupervised feature learning for audio classification using 

convolutional deep belief networks, Lee et al. learn explicit models of speech and 

music for audio classifications [43]. They implement speaker identification from 

the TIMIT corpora and implement a music genera classification in a deep belief 

neural network. These networks are created using multiple layers of neurons as 

opposed to simpler single layer models. The advantage of this approach is that 

successively higher levels of segmentation may be performed by each layer. For 

example, the first layer might only represent underlying acoustic features. The 

second layer can be trained to learn phones from the first layer. Subsequent layers 

can learn words and sentence structures. Samples of spectrograms for male and 

female speech are shown in Figure 22. Figure 23 shows low-level acoustic 
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features that are learned from samples of spectrograms. The second neural layer 

learns higher order phones from low-level acoustic features learned by the first 

layer. Examples of second layer basis vectors that are learned from first layer 

acoustic features are shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 22 – Samples of Spectrograms of Female and Male Speech.  
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Figure 23 – Low Level Acoustic Basis Vectors Learn Learned  

from Samples of Spectrograms. 

 

Figure 24 – Second Layer Basis Vectors Represent Phones Learned  

from Low Level Acoustic Basis Vectors 
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The details of the convolution deep belief network are quite complex and will not 

be reviewed here. However, it is important to note that the neural layers were 

trained using unsupervised learning on a layer-by-layer basis. Each layer was 

trained using the inputs as the target outputs. This greedy, layer-by-layer training is 

believed to provide an optimum set of initial conditions for training the overall 

network. This paper is an example of an explicit learning algorithm that requires 

large amounts of data to learn features from spectrograms. The study performed 

speaker identification using the TIMIT corpora for a 168-speaker classification set. 

The neural network was augmented with MFCC features and was able to get 100% 

classification accuracy using 8 sentences for training and 2 for testing. The study 

did not perform speaker identification with additive noise. For training sets of two 

sentences, the 168-speaker classification accuracy was 98.7% using combined 

neural network and MFCC features. Again, the algorithm was not tested with 

additive noise. 

2.7. Deep Speech II 

The most powerful speech-processing algorithm today is the work of the Deep 

Speech II project by the Baidu Research – Silicon Valley AI lab [13]. The Deep 

Speech algorithm is an explicit algorithm that learns languages from large amounts 

of data. The algorithm was able to learn English and Mandarin Chinese for 

approximately 10,000 hours of training data for each language. Furthermore, the 

algorithm has a word error rate (WER) that surpasses human word recognition 
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The word error rate accuracies for several different data sets in shown in Table III. 

In all cases, Deep Speech II outperforms humans in word recognition accuracy for 

clean speech. For the LibriSpeech test-other, data set, real world and artificially 

generated noise cause the WER to be inferior to humans. The Deep Speech II 

algorithm is able to learn both English and Mandarin Chinese language from the 

large amounts of training data by learning directly from spectrograms. This is an 

example of an explicit learning algorithm that is the most advanced in the world 

today and the first algorithm that routinely beats humans in speech recognition 

accuracy.   

Table III – Deep Speech II Word Error Rates Compared  

to Humans for Different Data Sets 

Read Speech 

Test Set DS1 DS2 Human 

WSJ eval ‘92 4.94 3.60 5.03 

WSJ eval ‘93 6.94 4.98 8.08 

LibriSpeech test-clean 7.89 5.33 5.83 

LibriSpeech test-other 21.74 13.25 12.69 
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Chapter 3:  
A Simple Voice Activity Detector  

In a previous paper titled, A Simple Adaptive Atomic Decomposition Voice Activity 

Detector Implemented by Matching Pursuit, the CASA principle of sequential 

segmentation is implemented [44]. Time segmentation is an extremely important 

and challenging part of most all speech-processing applications. Speech contains 

significant quiet periods between utterances. Audio sequential segmentation 

identifies speech segments by creating a time domain binary vector. In this paper, 

the audio segmentation process is the limiting factor in robust processing of speech. 

For negative SNRs, the accuracy of the audio time segmentation drops below 70% 

that limits the quality of the classification data.  

A simple adaptive voice activity detector (VAD) is implemented using Gabor and 

gammatone atomic decomposition of speech for high AWGN environments. 

Matching pursuit is used for atomic decomposition, and is shown to achieve 

optimal speech detection capability at high data compression rates for low SNRs. 

The most active dictionary elements found by matching pursuit are used for the 

signal reconstruction so that the algorithm adapts to the individual speaker’s 

dominant T-F characteristics. Speech has a high peak-to-average ratio enabling 
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matching pursuit greedy heuristic of highest inner products to isolate high-energy 

speech components in high noise environments. Gabor and gammatone atoms are 

both investigated with identical logarithmically spaced center frequencies and 

similar bandwidths. The algorithm performs equally well for both Gabor and 

gammatone atoms with no significant statistical differences. The algorithm 

achieves 70% accuracy at a 0 dB SNR, 90% accuracy at a 5 dB SNR, and 98% 

accuracy at a 20 dB SNR using 30 dB SNR as a reference for voice activity. 

3.1. Introduction 

VAD is a vital process for speaker identification systems. Today’s personal 

assistant applications like SIRI, Cortana, Google Now or Alexa, perform poorly in 

high noise environments. Activating a turn signal in a car, e.g., may generate at 

“tick-tock” sound that can cause the application to fail. “I’m sorry I’m having 

trouble hearing you right now” is a common refrain for Google Now, while driving 

my wife’s car. Today, microphone arrays are common in many types of devices 

including cars and personal assistant speakers like Echo or next generation hearing 

aids. These devices use beam steering and adaptive null steering to provide highly 

effective spatial noise filtering. An important part of virtually all speech processors 

is a VAD algorithm that estimates which portions of signals correspond to speech 

and which parts are noise. Automatic speech recognition systems are very sensitive 

to noise, so a robust VAD is a critical component in optimizing the systems 

accuracy. If the VAD falsely detects noise as speech, the speech recognition 
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algorithm is given bad input. Conversely, if the VAD does not detect a valid speech 

signal, then the real data are missed which also results in poor performance. Often 

times it is the performance of the VAD algorithm that is the weakest link in the 

signal processing chain. The VAD may have 50% miss rates at low or negative 

SNRs and have very high false alarm rates as well. 

Background noise is typically not AWGN for real world, speech recognition 

applications. However, a first step in designing a VAD is to measure its 

performance with AWGN to provide a baseline of performance. Some types of 

noise are related to AWGN such as pink noise. From the central limit theorem 

when there are multiple sources of background noise, the distribution tends to be 

Gaussian, although not necessarily white. A difficulty encountered when simulating 

processes with real world noises like babble noise, factory noise, or street noise is 

that they are not stochastic. Ensemble averages do not have identical characteristics 

do to the variability of real world noises. This make verification of simulation 

results difficult unless the identical noise source is aligned with the speech or audio 

signal during the verification process. For this reason, only AWGN is used in this 

study. Speech shaped noise is also used for speech processing. However, there are 

differences in exactly how this is generated which also make simulation results 

difficult to confirm.  
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Gabor proposed that speech could be represented as “quanta of information” in the 

time-frequency plane
 
[36]. Gabor recognized the T-F uncertainty problem of 

Fourier methods was similar to the Heisenberg uncertainty of Quantum physics. He 

proposed an atom composed of a cosine wave modulated by a Gaussian pulse. This 

fundamental “atom” can be elongated on contracted in time and amplitude to make 

a dictionary of atoms. Gabor believed that speech could be modeled as a 

superposition of these atoms in the time domain. In doing so, he theorized the 

fundamental information in the speech signal is captured in the temporal and 

amplitude coefficients of the atoms. 

Mallat and Zhang introduced the matching pursuit algorithm, which finds the best 

inner products between data and dictionary atoms for all possible shifts of each 

atom [45]. Matching pursuit is one possible method of reducing Gabor’s theory to 

practice. Decomposition of speech given a set of basis vectors or atoms has 

infinitely many solutions. Moreover, the problem is NP hard and no perfect 

solution exists
 
[45]. The matching pursuit algorithm isolates structures in the data 

that are coherent with atoms from a given dictionary that is typically overcomplete. 

Linear expansions such as Fourier basis and wavelets are not flexible enough to 

represent complex data-like speech that exhibit significant variation in the time-

frequency plane. For example, short impulses might best represent plosives in 

speech that are concentrated in time, whereas long duration formant frequencies 

may be better represented by long duration sinusoids with narrow frequency 
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support. Fourier basis signal are not able to localize time, whereas multiresolution-

based discrete wavelet transforms are not able to localize high frequency 

components. Wigner or Cohen’s class distributions are able to simultaneously 

localize time and frequency, but contain interference terms. Atomic decomposition 

by matching pursuit is able to provide a clear picture of complex data in the T-F 

plane
 
[45]. 

Matching pursuit is an attractive approach for isolating signals that have a high 

Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) in AWGN channels. The greedy heuristic of 

the algorithm is to isolate portions of time series signals that are similar to a basis 

feature with the highest inner product. Speech signals typically have a 12 dB PAPR 

for speech segment lasting several seconds [46]. Therefore, the first iterations of the 

algorithm will most likely detect valid speech components providing the dictionary 

elements are similar to time series portions of the data.  

Lobo and Loizou implemented a matching pursuit atomic decomposition for voice 

activity detection using Gabor atoms
 
[42]. In-class and out-of-class mixing matrices 

where used to reduce the dimensionality of the data. Classification was performed 

by a radial basis neural network that required supervised learning. Lobo and Loizou 

achieved 84% accuracy at a 5 dB SNR from 64 randomly chosen TIMIT corpus 

sentences with AWGN.  
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The simple VAD implementation uses 64 randomly chosen TIMIT corpus 

sentences with AWGN as a basis of comparison to the work of Lobo and Loizou 

using Gabor atoms. Gammatone atoms are also used for atomic decomposition as 

they accurately model the auditory neural response in the human peripheral audio 

pathway to natural sounds as well as speech
 
[23] [47]. Kressner, el al. used 

gammatone atomic decomposition implemented by matching pursuit to denoise 

speech
 
[48]. They demonstrated improved intelligibility in noisy environments for 

hearing aid applications. Today cochleargrams are used as an alternative to 

spectrograms to represent T-F characteristics of speech
 
[38]. Moreover, Gamma 

Frequency Cepstral Coefficients are being used in place of the FFT-based MFCCs 

for feature vectors in speech processing
 
[38]. The VAD is implemented with Gabor 

atoms, and then repeated using gammatone atoms to compare the gammatone atom 

VAD accuracy than the Gabor VAD accuracy in the AWGN channel at low SNRs. 

The design parameters for gammatone and Gabor atoms are presented in Section 

3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the implementation of matching pursuit for the VAD. 

Lastly, the results and conclusion are presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 

3.2. Gammatone and Gabor Atom Design Parameters  

Gammatone filter banks were originally designed using Infinite Impulse Response 

(IIR) filters as an efficient approximation to auditory frequency processing of the 

human ear [47]. The IIR impulse responses in the study were truncated to 384 
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samples and implemented as Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters. The filter bank 

for this VAD uses logarithmically spaced center frequencies as opposed to the 

Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth design proposed by Patterson
 
[47]. This is to 

enable comparison with equally space Gabor atoms.  

There are 16 gammatone and 16 Gabor filters with a minimum frequency of 100 

Hz and a maximum center frequency of 3200 Hz. The TIMIT data are resampled at 

Fs = 8 ksps. The window length for all Gabor and gammatone atoms is 50 msec, 

which corresponds to 400 samples at 8 ksps. 

The logarithmically spaced center frequencies � , are given as:  

�= [ 100, 126, 159, 200, 252, 317, 400, 504, 635, 800,  
1008, 1270, 1600, 2016, 2540, 3200 ] Hz. 

(45) 

The gammatone impulse response is given by, 

=  − −  +  (46) 

The pulse width is a function of the center frequencies � , 

= �. (47) 

The value of A was set so that the L2 norm = 1. 
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The value of θ was set so that the peak of the cosine function coincides with the 

peak of the gamma envelope. 

The parameter n controls the rise time of the gamma pulse and was found to be four 

for human auditory response modeling
 

[47]. The parameter B controls the 

bandwidth and was optimized for the best frequency overlap characteristic with 

logarithmically spaced center frequencies. 

Gabor atoms used the same center frequencies � , for purposes of comparison to 

gammatone atoms. The equation for the Gabor atom is given by, 

= √ � − �⁄  +  (48) 

The bandwidth of the Gabor atoms is set by σ, which increases logarithmically with 

center frequency. The vector ��� was determined empirically, to match the 

frequency response of the gammatone atoms. The Gabor vector ���, is, 

��� = [ 3.00, 3.70, 4.57, 5.65, 6.98, 8.61, 10.64, 13.13,  
16.22, 20.03, 24.73, 30.54, 37.71, 46.56, 57.50, 71.00 ]. 

(49) 

The frequency responses of the Gabor and gammatone atoms 1, 8, and 16 are 

shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27. The normalized Gabor and gamma envelopes 

are shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. The center frequencies for the Gabor and 

gammatone atoms match exactly, while the bandwidths are only approximated. 

However, one can see from Figure 26 and Figure 27, the bandwidths are very 
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3.3. Simple VAD Design Implementation 

Matching pursuit is a greedy algorithm that represents time series data as a linear 

superposition of fundamental atoms. Matching pursuit follows a simple heuristic of 

finding correlation peaks between input data and a set of atoms for all possible 

shifts of each atom. The algorithm finds correlation peaks that represent a 

minimum mean square error (MMSE) fit between portions of the data and the best 

atom provided the L2 norm of the atom is set to 1. The algorithm halts once a 

stopping goal is achieved. If an amplitude coefficient falls below a minimum 

threshold, or when a certain portion of the energy of the signal is captured by the 

decomposition the algorithm may be halted. Alternatively, the algorithm might be 

terminated after a specified number of iterations. This VAD implementation uses a 

stopping goal that is specified by a fixed number of iterations based on the desired 

data compression.  

The audio stream  may be represented by a linear superposition of atoms �  from a dictionary �. 

=  ∑ ∑ , � ( − � , )== +  (50) 

Where,  is the approximation error or residual, after  iterations of matching 

pursuit. The input data length is designated by , so that the number of iterations of 

the algorithm is given by, 
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= . (51) 

Where, D is the data compression. The optimum data compression for a given input 

SNR was found by computer simulation. The reconstructed SNR produced by 

matching pursuit was compared to the noiseless TIMIT input. The computer search 

was conducted using an iteration count ranging from 1% to 30% of the number of 

samples in the TIMIT sentence. This corresponds to a data compression of 99% to 

70%. A typical TIMIT sentence lasts 3-5 seconds. Using an 8 ksps sample rate, this 

yields 24k to 40k samples per sentence. For data compression of 99% or 1% of the 

sample length, typical iteration counts range from 240 to 400 iterations of matching 

pursuit.  

Simulation parameters: 

The length of the input TIMIT sentence, . 

Number is iterations, = . 

The number of Gabor and gammatone atoms, . 

The index of the correlation peak, .  

The amplitude coefficient for the time index  and atom  is denoted by ,  . 

The time index  and atom  coefficient is denoted by � , . 

The steps of matching pursuit are as follows: 

a. Initialize the algorithm ℛ =  

b. Compute for all � , ∈ � CORR ℛ − , � ,  = | ℛ − , � , |   
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c. Find the largest inner product, maxArg | ℛ − , � , |  

d. Compute the new residual, ℛ = ℛ − − ℛ − , � , � , 
e. Repeat steps b-d until n iterations of the algorithm are complete. 

The matching pursuit algorithm coherently finds the best match between the data 

and the atoms of the dictionary �. The correlation process phase aligns the best 

atom with input data while at the same time minimizing the MMSE between the 

atom and the data segment. The simple heuristic of selecting the largest correlation 

peak from the best atom in the dictionary effectively produces a time overlapped 

MMSE detection of the data, which is known to optimize the mutual information 

between the data and the dictionary elements [45]. This approach works well so 

long as the atoms accurately represent the data. For this reason, gammatone and 

Gabor atoms are compared for their performance in representing speech.  

Examples of speech segments that are similar to gammatone and Gabor atoms are 

shown in Figure 34 and Figure 35. Both the Gabor and gammatone atoms have the 

same correlation index for the first iteration of matching pursuit. It can be seen that 

neither atom has a perfect fit to the data. This is primarily due to poor frequency 

resolution associated with using only 16 atoms for the VAD implementation.  
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Figure 34 – Structure of Speech Similar to a Gammatone Atom 

 

Figure 35 – Structure of Speech Similar to a Gabor Atom 
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The denoising capability of matching pursuit for high noise environments can be 

seen in Figure 36 and Figure 37. At a -5 dB input SNR, the output achieves a peak 

of 1.5 dB for 99.2% data compression. This shows an improvement of 6.5 dB from 

the input to output SNR. For a -2.5 dB input SNR, the peak is at 99% data 

compression with an SNR improvement of 5 dB. 

 

Figure 36 – Matching Pursuit Reconstruction SNR  

Verses Data Compression for a -5 dB SNR 
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Figure 37 – Matching Pursuit Reconstruction SNR  

Verses Data Compression for a -2.5 dB SNR 

Figure 38 shows a peak of 2.8 dB for 98% data compression at 0 dB input SNR. 

This is an improvement of 2.7 dB from the input to output SNR. For a 5 dB input 
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Figure 38 – Matching Pursuit Reconstruction SNR  

Verses Data Compression for a 0 dB SNR 

 

Figure 39 – Matching Pursuit Reconstruction SNR  

Verses Data Compression for a 5 dB SNR 
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Figure 40 – Matching Pursuit Reconstruction SNR  

Verses Data Compression for a 10 dB SNR 

 

Figure 41 – Matching Pursuit Reconstruction SNR  

Verses Data Compression for a 20 dB SNR 
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Matching pursuit was run on 64 randomly selected sentences from the TIMIT 

database. Due to the random nature of TIMIT sentence selection, 10 trials of 64 

randomly selected TIMIT sentences were run to get a good mean statistic of the 

accuracy. The data for each sentence was collected from 0 to 20 dB SNR in 1-dB 

steps, with the number of iterations n set to 3.7% of the sample length. After n 

iterations of matching pursuit, the algorithm summed the amplitude coefficients, 

,  for each atomic index . The sums were sorted and only the best 50% of the 

atomic indices were used to reconstruct the signal. 

= ∑ ,   = , …=  (52) 

=  ( )   % (53) 

This produced a very sparse representation of the data that had 98.15% data 

compression. The  atoms were used to reconstruct the data. The envelope of 

the reconstructed data was used for the VAD. An adaptive threshold, based on an 

estimated SNR, was applied to the envelope to produce the VAD output.  

The high-energy portions of the reconstructed signal were used estimate the signal 

strength. Due to the sparsity of the representation, much of reconstruction had zero 

energy, even at low SNRs. The noise floor was estimated by finding the mean of 

the L2 norm of the noisy speech where the speech estimate was zero. The noise 

floor estimate was multiplied by a noise threshold factor that produces an envelope 
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detection threshold. A noise floor multiplier was found by trial and error for input 

SNRs, from 0 dB, in steps of 2 to 20 dB. The noise floor multiplier was manually 

adjusted to produce the best VAD accuracy for a particular input SNR. This data 

was paired with an SNR estimate to produce the following data vectors, 

Estimate of SNR in dB = [ -8.94, -4.59, 1.16, 6.33, 9.47, 11.58, 
13.46, 15.08, 16.46, 19.25 ] (54) 

Optimum Noise Floor Multiplier = [ 20, 22, 27, 40, 53, 67, 80, 
100, 117, 130] 

(55) 

Polynomial regression was used to generate a quadratic model of the SNR estimate 

that produces the noise multiplication threshold. The quadratic model takes the 

following form, 

Signal detection Threshold = X θ (56) 

Where X is a quadratic vector of the SNR estimate, 

X = [    ],  (57) 

With model parameters, 

� =  [   ] (58) 

The model was found by regression by stacking the X’s into rows and targets  into 

a column. 
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X  =  

[  
   
       ...   ]  

   
 
,  =  

[  
   ... ]  

    (59) 

Then the model was calculated by the normal equation as, 

� =  � −� �  (60) 

For 64 randomly selected sentences from the TIMIT corpus, the model parameters 

were found to be, 

� = [ ... ] (61) 

Figure 42 shows the model fit to the optimized data. Note that the SNR estimate 

ranges from -10 to 20 dB, while the actual input SNR was varied from 0 to 20 dB. 

The signal measurement has additive noise that corrupts the measurement, while 

the noise floor estimate contains low energy speech that also adds error. The error 

was of little consequence as the noise floor quadratic gain model maps the SNR 

estimate to the optimum noise floor gain. This produces the optimized VAD 

detection threshold and was very repeatable for 64 randomly selected TIMIT 

sentences. 
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Figure 42 – Quadratic Model of Noise Floor Gain Optimized for VAD Accuracy 

3.4. Simple VAD Simulation Results 

The VAD accuracy was measured by generating VAD time indices for a 30 dB 

reference input SNR. The AWGN was adjusted for desired input SNR and the 
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SNR that appear in the reference. The VAD output is shown in black and was 90% 

accurate to the VAD performance at 30 dB SNR for data collected from 64 random 
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Figure 43 – Quadratic Model of Noise Floor Gain  

Optimized for VAD Accuracy 

 

Figure 44 – Quadratic Model of Noise Floor Gain  

Optimized for VAD Accuracy 
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Trial runs of 10 different repetitions of 64 TIMIT random sentences were run to 

obtain a mean estimate of the VAD performance. The VAD accuracy verses input 

SNR can be seen in Figure 45 and Figure 46. The VAD achieves 70% accuracy at 

0 dB SNR, 90% accuracy at 5 dB SNR, and 97% accuracy at 20 dB SNR. There 

was no distinguishable difference in the performance of Gabor verses gammatone 

atoms. The variance of the Gabor atoms appears slightly lower than the gammatone 

atoms. However, the mean performance looks nearly identical. 

 

Figure 45 – VAD Accuracy, Gabor Atoms, 98.15% Data Compression,  

64 Random TIMIT Sentences, 10 Trials 
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Figure 46 – VAD Accuracy, Gammatone Atoms, 98.15% Data Compression,  

64 Random TIMIT Sentences, 10 Trials 
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of matching pursuit is the atoms closely match the signature time-frequency 

characteristics of the data. An additional nuance of the VAD implementation was to 

retain only the atoms with the best fit to the data based on the atom index. This 

approach adapts to the time-frequency characteristic for individual speakers 

automatically. Finally, an adaptive reconstructed envelope threshold was based on 

a SNR estimate of the noisy speech. The signal estimate was based on the high-

energy portions of the data. The zero energy indices found by the sparse envelope 

reconstruction of matching pursuit were used to calculate a noise floor estimate of 

the database on the average L2 norm of the samples. The SNR is actually a signal 

plus noise-to-noise pulse signal estimate. The SNR estimate was mapped to optimal 

thresholds found by trial-and-error. A quadratic model was derived that maps the 

target thresholds to the SNR estimate for a range of input SNRs from 1 to 20 dB.  

The simple adaptive VAD atomic decomposition has 90% accuracy as compared to 

the VAD of Lobo and Loizou, which has 84% accuracy at a 5 dB input SNR. Both 

approaches use matching pursuit atomic decomposition with Gabor atoms, and both 

used 64 randomly selected sentences from the TIMIT corpus. The later approach, 

however, is far more complicated as it requires supervised learning as opposed to 

this simple adaptive implementation. 
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Chapter 4:  
Data Compression and Denoising 

In a previous publication, Atomic Decomposition Audio Data Compression and 

Denoising using Sparse Dictionary Feature Learning the CASA principle of 

simultaneous segmentation is explored [49]. This is potentially more difficult to 

implement than sequential segmentation. The simultaneous groupings may contain 

overlapping spectral characteristics that make segregation difficult. If the basis 

vectors are viewed as impulse responses to vocal tract resonances, then it might be 

possible to differentiate between basis vectors from two individual speakers with 

similar spectral responses. The time domain characteristics could be different 

enough so that classification is possible, even with similar spectral characteristics.  

In this chapter, basis vectors are learned from Gabor and gammatone seed atoms 

using envelope sampling and a SAE. The learned basis features are adapted to 

individual speaker’s voices that produce higher quality data compression and 

denoising characteristics as compared to generic Gabor or gammatone basis 

vectors. The basis vectors are the input weights of a SAE that is trained using 

envelope samples of windowed segments of the audio data. The envelope samples 

are extracted from the audio data by performing atomic decomposition with Gabor 

or gammatone seed atoms. This process identifies segments of audio data that are 
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locally coherent with the seed atoms. Envelope samples are extracted by identifying 

locally coherent audio data segments with Gabor or gammatone seed atoms, found 

by matching pursuit. The envelope samples are formed by taking the Kronecker 

products of the atomic envelopes with the locally coherent data segments. Oracle 

SNR verses data compression curves are generated for the seed atoms as well as the 

basis vectors learned from Gabor and gammatone seed atoms. SNR data 

compression curves are generated for speech signals as well as early American 

music recordings. The basis vectors are shown to have higher denoising capability 

for data compression rates ranging from 90 to 99.84% for speech as well as music. 

Envelope samples are displayed as images by folding the time series into column 

features. This display method is used to compare of the output of the SAE with the 

envelope samples that produced them. The basis vectors are also displayed as 

images. Sparsity is shown to play an important role in producing the highest 

denoising basis vectors. 

4.1. Shift Invariant Sparse Coding Background 

Shift-invariant sparse dictionary processing learns basis vectors for all possible 

shifts of time series data. Basis pursuit has been applied to electrocardiogram 

(ECG) signals to learn shift invariant models of the atrial pulse as well as to 

accurately cancel an unwanted ventricular pulse [50]. Shift-invariant sparse 

dictionary learning has also been applied to audio classification for music genera 

and speaker identification [22]. 
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Sparse dictionary learning has also been applied to image processing in 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) that attempts to localize brain activity with 

precise time and location accuracy [51]. Other advanced applications include using 

sparse dictionaries to denoise facial EEG signals for brain-computer-interfaces that 

also require accurate time position localization [52]. 

In order to learn basis vectors from data, some form is signal sampling is required. 

Olshausen and Fields used random sampling of 8x8 image patches from 512x512 

pixel natural images [30]. Random sampling of audio patches from time series data 

are not attractive because speech contains significant quiet periods between 

utterances. This would result in the many quiet audio patches that would cause the 

SAE to create empty basis vectors. From Chapter 3, the Gabor and gammatone 

decompositions of speech identify speech segments that are similar to Gabor or 

gammatone basis vectors. Furthermore, these correlations represent high-energy 

portions of the speech signals. It seems intuitive, then, that a reasonable approach 

to sampling the speech signal is to use Gaussian or gamma pulse shape as a 

window function for speech sampling. This form of envelope sampling creates 

audio patches for machine learning that are based on high-energy sections of 

speech. Additionally, the logarithmically expanding center frequencies and 

bandwidths tend to follow the PSD characteristics of speech.  
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In order to show the method works for other types of acoustic signals, basis vectors 

are also generated for music. These basis vectors have applications to music genera 

classification. Additionally, the music basis vectors could be used to remove 

background music from speech for denoising applications such as the famous 

cocktail party scenario. Four sets of oracle SNR gain verses data compression 

curves are generated for speech and music. AWGN is added to speech and old 

gramophone music recordings to demonstrate the denoising and data compression 

characteristics for the following: 

• 16 Gabor Atoms 

• 16 gammatone atoms 

• 16 basis vectors – learned from Gabor seeds 

• 16 basis vectors – learned from gamma seeds 

The following audio signals are used to demonstrate the denoising capability of the 

basis vectors: 

• Speech from the TIMIT database 

• Early Gramophone recordings from the “Milliner-Koken Collection of 

American Music Tunes” 
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The speech and gramophone recordings are denoised using Gabor and gammatone 

seed atoms as well as basis vectors learned from Gabor and gammatone seed 

atoms. 

4.2. Gabor and Gammatone Atom Seed Atom Design 
Parameters  

The Gabor and gammatone filter designs are the same as Section 3.2 with the 

exception of the center frequencies and bandwidths. The center frequencies and 

bandwidths were adjusted to increase the VAD accuracy. The new logarithmically 

spaced center frequencies ( �) are, 

� = [299, 347, 402, 465, 538, 624, 722, 836, 968, 1121, 1298, 
1502, 1739, 2014, 2332, 2699] Hz.  

(62) 

The new bandwidths are, 

���= [ 0.50, 0.71, 1.01, 1.44, 2.05, 2.92, 4.16, 5.92, 8.43, 12.01, 
17.09, 24.34, 34.65, 49.33, 70.24, 100.00]. 

(63) 

The rest of the design parameters are unchanged from Section 3.2. 

4.3. Envelope Sampling 

Matching pursuit is a greedy algorithm that represents time series data as a linear 

superposition of fundamental atoms. Matching pursuit follows a simple heuristic of 

finding correlation peaks between input data and a set of atoms for all possible 
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shifts of each atom. The algorithm finds correlation peaks that represent a 

minimum mean square error (MMSE) fit between portions of the data and the best 

atom provided the L2 norm of the atom is set to 1. The algorithm halts once it 

reaches stopping goal that is specified by a fixed number of iterations based on the 

desired data compression.  

The audio stream  may be represented by a linear superposition of atoms � from a dictionary �. 

=  ∑ ∑ , � ( − � , )== +  (64) 

where  is the approximation error or residual, after  iterations of matching 

pursuit. The input data length is designated by , so that the number of iterations of 

the algorithm is given by, =  (65) 

where, D is the data compression.  

Simulation parameters: 

• The length of the input audio data, . 

• Number of iterations, = . 

• The number of Gabor and gammatone atoms, = . 
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• The index of the correlation peak, .  

• The amplitude coefficient for the time index  and atom is denoted by ,  . 

• The time index  and atom coefficient are denoted by � , . 

The steps of matching pursuit envelope sampling are: 

a. Initialize the algorithmℛ =  

b. Compute for all � , ∈ �:CORR ℛ − , � , = | ℛ − , � , | 
c. Find the largest inner product, maxArg(| ℛ − , φ , |) 

d. Extract the audio patch by envelope sampling 

e. = ( − � , ) ⊗ � _ ( − � , ) 

f. Where  = audio patch, and � _  is � normalized to 1 

g. Compute the new residual, ℛ = ℛ − − ℛ − , φ , φ , 
h. Repeat steps b-e until n iterations of the algorithm are complete. 

The selected data found by matching pursuit tends to be locally coherent with the 

peak of the winning atom. Example envelope samples extracted by envelope 

sampling using gammatone and Gabor seed atoms are shown in Figure 47 and 

Figure 48 for speech, and for moderate noise gramophone music recordings in 

Figure 49 and Figure 50. The speech signal for Figure 47 and Figure 48 is from 

the TIMIT database; specifically, from the training set, district DR1, speaker 

FCJFO, and sentence SA1.wav. The music recording is from the Milliner-Koken 
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collection of American music tunes, “Hickory Leaf”. The music is a single fiddle 

playing an early American folk tune. Part of the motivation for learning basis 

vectors is to make signatures of speech and music that captures the “quanta of 

information” about audio sounds. These basis vectors can be thought of as 

“voiceprints” for speech, and “fiddleprints” for the music. 

 

Figure 47 – Envelop Sampling of Speech Using Gabor Seed Atoms 
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Figure 48 – 2 Envelope Sampling of Speech using Gammatone Seed Atoms 

 

Figure 49 – Envelope Sampling of Gramophone Music  

Recording Using Gabor Seed Atoms 
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Figure 50 – Envelop Sampling of Gramophone Music  

Using Gammatone Seed Atoms 
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audio data. When the SNR is 20 dB, as shown in Figure 41, the Gabor and 

gammatone atoms actually have a denoising gain of -10 dB for a data compression 

rate of 90%. Therefore, there is a need to find basis vectors that better match the 

audio data. At low SNRs, 1% of the matching pursuit samples produce high quality 

denoised representations of the original data. This is a statistically small sample lot 

for classification. The goal of learning features from the data are to find basis 

vectors that more closely match the audio data. In noisy conditions, these adapted 

basis vectors should attack the audio signal, and not the noise for successive 

iterations of the matching pursuit decomposition.  

The SAE is able to generalize structure in data. An example of this generalization is 

shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52. The SAE is able to learn basis vectors that 

appear as pen strokes from handwritten digits. The SAE represents the digits as a 

weighted summation of the basis vectors or pen strokes. A powerful classifier was 

built using a single layer SAE and a softmax classifier that achieves 98% 

classification accuracy on the MINST data set [53].  
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Figure 51 – Examples of Handwritten Digits from the MINST Data Set 

 

Figure 52 – "Pen Strokes,” Learned Basis Vectors  

from Handwritten Digits by the SAE 
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The SAE was proposed by Olshausen and Fields as a method to represent natural 

images as a summation of weighted basis vectors
 
[30]. Furthermore, the SAE 

captures the statistical properties of the natural images. These properties are 1) the 

data in bandpass in the frequency domain, 2) the images are localized, and 3) the 

images are oriented. Olshausen and Fields showed the PCA is bandpass and 

oriented, but not localized.  

These basis vectors were learned from 8x8 image patches that were found by 

randomly sampling 8x8 pixels from the natural images. Examples of the natural 

images used by Olshausen and Fields that contain 512x512 pixels are shown in 

Figure 53 and Figure 54. The basis vectors the SAE learned are shown in Figure 

55. The basis vectors appear as “edges” that can be used to reconstruct any 8x8 

image patch.  
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Figure 53 – Examples of a Natural Image with 512x512 Pixels 

 

Figure 54 – A Second Example of a Natural Image with 512x512 Pixels 
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Figure 55 – Basis Vector Learned from Natural Images 

The images are processed by the SAE by “unrolling” them into a column vector 

[53]. For example, the 8x8 image patches represented by basis vectors, shown in 

Figure 55, are unrolled into a 64x1 column vector. The SAE is trained using batch 

gradient descent, in which all the column vectors are stacked for into a 64xN matrix 

where N is the total number of image patches used for training or testing. The 

majority of the applications for SAEs have been applied to image processing. For 

time series data, it should be possible to “roll” the time series data into “image 

patches”. The will allow the observation of large amounts audio time series as a 

mosaic of image patches. Furthermore, the basis vectors will also be viewed as 

image patches. This will provide an intuitive visualization of the T-F characteristics 

in a simple concise format. To facilitate folding time series data into image patches, 

the time series vector should be a perfect square. For this study, an 8 ksps sample 
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rate is used. The time series vector of length 324 is adopted so that audio image 

patches are 18x18 samples. This results in a standard time series sample length of 

40.5 msec. Additionally, this sets the maximum length of the lowest frequency 

basis vector, which is reasonably long for speech processing applications. 

4.5. Sparse Autoencoder Design 

The SAE is a single layer neural network that is trained with backpropagation using 

gradient descent [54]. The block diagram is shown in Figure 56. The targets for the 

backpropagation algorithm are the inputs, so the network learns the identity 

function. The number of neurons in the hidden layer may be less than the number 

of input features, enabling the network to compress the input data. Additionally, a 

sparsity parameter based on Kullback-Liebler divergence (KLD) is introduced to 

the cost function, which penalizes the neurons for activity above or below a 

threshold.  
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Figure 56 – Sparse Autoencoder Block Diagram 

Often, the neurons in the hidden layer are soft-limited, non-linear functions. For 

unipolar data, a sigmoid function is used: 

= = + −  (66) 

for bipolar data, a hyperbolic tangent function is used: 

= ℎ = − −+ −  (67) 

The response for the Sigmoid activation function is shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57 – Unipolar Sigmoid Function 

Figure 58 shows the response for the Soft Tangent or Tanh activation function. 

 

Figure 58 – Bipolar Soft Tangent Function-Tanh 
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Sigmoid activations are used in this paper in order to allow envelope samples to be 

viewed as images. The inputs to each neuron are the inputs, multiplied by input 

weights. Additionally, a bias term is also added that always has a unity value. 

Ignoring the input weight subscript, the input for neuron 1, is given as: 

= ∗ + ∗ …+ ∗ + , (68) 

Likewise, for N2, 

= ∗ + ∗ …+ ∗ + , (69) 

For the nth neuron input, 

= ∗ + ∗ …+ ∗ +  (70) 

The weights may be arranged into a row matrix with the inputs arranged in 

columns so the inputs to a neuron may be compactly written in matrix form as: 

= , (71) 

The activation at the output of the hidden layer is: 

= , (72) 

While the input to the output layer is: 

= , (73) 
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and the output is given as: 

=  (74) 

Note the SAE has two non-linearity functions, one in layer two and one in the 

output layer. This should allow the network to capture higher order statistics from 

the input data, leading to a higher kurtosis in the coded representation. Moreover, 

the entropy should be lower than the original data due to the minimum entropy-

coding principal. 

The cost function for the SAE is given by: 

, =  ∑‖ ̂ − ‖= + � ‖ ‖ + ∑ || ̂=  (75) 

The KL penalty term forces the difference between a threshold or desired value ρ 

of average frequency of activation, and the estimated activation rate, ρ̂ , for the jth 

out of k neurons. The KL penalty term is given by: 

|| ̂ ) = ̂ + − −− ̂  (76) 

The average activation of hidden node j with input x is: 

̂ = ∑= ( ) (77) 
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The cost function averages the error over m input vectors using batch gradient 

descent. Each update epoch spans the entire data set. Ridge regularization is used, 

which prevents overfitting of the data by adding the Euclidean norm squared, of the 

weights. A regularization parameter λ controls the amount of regularization.  

The output of the KL penalty term for ρ=.2, is shown from in Figure 59. A sparsity 

parameterβ, controls the amount of influence the KL penalty term has on the 

overall cost function. 

 

Figure 59 – KL Penalty for ρ=.2 
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The equations for updating the weights and bias in layer l, using gradient descent 

are given as: 

=  − ,  
(78) 

= −  ,  (79) 

where,α is the learning rate parameter for gradient descent. Note that regularization 

is applied to the weights for each layerl, but not to the bias terms. The equations for 

calculating the partial derivatives address a credit assignment problem, whereby the 

contribution to the overall cost function for each neuron is accounted for.  

The SAE is trained by making a forward pass through the network. For batch 

training, all the inputs are stacked in a column vector. The weights are in row 

vectors so that input to the activations z is a vector of column vectors. In Matlab, 

the sigmoid function is applied to the entire z vector. The cost function is calculated 

on all the inputs and the estimate ρ ̂ of the activations for each neuron in the hidden 

layer is calculated by taking the mean across all the input samples. The SAE is 

trained using the backpropagation algorithm, which is a credit assignment 

algorithm. The details of the backpropagation algorithm are shown in the 

Appendix. 
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The number of hidden nodes for the SAE and the input size was determined from 

the earlier VAD study. The regularization and sparsity influence parameters were 

borrowed for a handwritten digit recognition exercise. The sparsity parameter ρ ̂ 

was optimized by trial and error for speech and gramophone recordings. The audio 

data are biased to 0.5 with peak amplitudes of 0 and 1. The sigmoid function is 

used in the SAE. This approach allows envelope samples to be viewed as images. 

SAE simulation parameters: 

 Number of Inputs = 324 

 Number of Hidden Nodes = 16 

 Sparsity Parameter ρ ̂=1/16=.0625 

 Sparsity Influence β = 3; 

 Regularization λ = 3.0e-3 

4.6. Data Compression and Denoising Results 

In order to validate the approach, basis vectors learned by the SAE using envelope 

sampling are used for data compression and denoising. These results are compared 

to the denoising and data compression of the Gabor and gammatone seed atoms. 

The expectation is that the basis vectors will have higher Oracle reconstruction 

SNRs than the seed atoms. Oracle reconstruction SNR curves are generated for data 

compression rates from 90 to 99.84% for speech and gramophone music 

recordings. One hundred randomly selected envelope samples from the recording 
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“Hickory Leaf” using Gabor seed atoms are shown in Figure 60. The envelope 

samples are shown as images. The 324-point input vector has been folded into and 

18x18 image. The Gabor seed atoms have the energy centered in the center of the 

image. The logarithmic distribution of pulse widths is easily seen from the audio 

patch images. Narrow pulse widths correspond to the high frequency atoms, while 

the fatter pulse widths correspond to the lower frequency atoms. 

 

Figure 60 – Envelope Samples of Music Using 16 Gabor Seeds 
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Figure 61 – SAE Output, 5.9 dB Reconstruction SNR of Envelope  

Samples of Music Using 16 Gabor Seed Atoms 

 

Figure 62 – Gabor Derived Basis Vectors of Music 

The outputs of the SAE for the 100 random samples are shown in Figure 61 for the 

music file. A computer search was performed by holding the SAE parameters 

constant and varying the sparsity parameter over: ρ ̂= 0.001, 0.005, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 
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0.20, 0.25, 0.30, and 0.35. The best denoising value for ρ ̂ was found to be 0.05 for 

the speech and music audio signals. This value is very close to 
1
/16 = 0.0625 which 

was chosen for the study so that on average, a single custom atom out of 16 is used 

to represent an envelope sample. Several different music files were processed and 

the results shown are typical of all the files testes. The basis vectors learned by the 

SAE for the music file “Hickory Leaf” are shown in Figure 62. It is easy to see 

how the basis vectors from Figure 62 are able to approximately reconstruct the 

envelope samples from Figure 60 and Figure 61. Higher quality reconstructions 

are possible by increasing the sparsity parameter ρ ̂. However, the basis vectors 

shown in Figure 62 produce the highest denoising gain. 

The envelope samples for the gammatone seed atoms are shown in Figure 63. The 

asymmetrical nature of the gammatone envelope samples is easily seen as being 

biased toward the left side of the image. The logarithmic distribution of the 

envelopes samples widths directly corresponds to logarithmic distribution of 

gamma pulse widths. 
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Figure 63 – Envelope Samples of Music Derived from 16 Gammatone Seed Atoms 

The SAE reconstruction using gammatone atom seeds are shown in Figure 64. The 

gammatone derived basis vectors are shown in Figure 64. Once again, it is easy to 

visualize how the basis vectors are able to represent a generalized image of the 

envelope samples from Figure 65. 
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Figure 64 – SAE Output of Music with 6.0 dB Reconstruction SNR 

 

Figure 65 – 16 Gammatone Derived Basis Vectors of Music 

Oracle SNR verses data compression curves were generated by adding AWGN to 

the audio signal for SNRs of -10, -5, and 0 dB. Matching pursuit data 

reconstruction was compared to the original audio sample without noise. The long 
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music recording lasting several minutes was broken into 4-second chunks. With a 

sample rate of 8 ksps, this produced audio segments of 32,000 samples. Envelope 

sampling was run for a maximum of 3200 iterations to produce a minimum data 

compression rate of 90%. The minimum number of iterations was set to 50, which 

produced a maximum data compression of 99.84%. The data compression verses 

denoising characteristics for the Gabor and gammatone seed atoms and the custom 

Gabor and custom gammatone atoms are shown in Figure 66.  

 

Figure 66 – Oracle SNR Reconstruction Verses Data  

Compression for -10, -5, and 0 dB SNRs for Music 

The data compression verses SNR curves show the basis vectors have superior 

denoising performance than the seed atoms for all data compression rates. The 

intuition is the basis vectors match better the data than the seed atoms. For high 
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data compression, the seed atoms match structure in the data. However, with more 

iterations of the matching pursuit, the seed atoms attack the noise components 

while the basis vectors continue to find good matches to the audio signal. The basis 

vectors learned from Gabor and gammatone atoms perform in a similar manner. 

The basis vector shaved almost 11 dB of denoising gain at 99.5% data compression 

and 10 dB at 90% data compression. The basis vectors have their highest denoising 

gain of 8 dB at 90% data compression for the -5 dB SNR input. The denoising gain 

for 0 dB SNR reaches a peak value of 5 dB at 90% data compression.  

Speech samples were taken from the TIMIT database. Envelope samples from DR1 

speaker FCJFO, sentence SA1 are shown in Figure 67 using Gabor seed atoms. 

The SAE output for 100 random speech samples are shown in Figure 68. The SAE 

output has a reconstruction SNR of 5.2 dB. The basis vectors that were learned 

from 16 Gabor seed atoms are shown in Figure 69. The SAE reconstruction is 

easily visualized as being created by the basis vector images. 
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Figure 67 – 100 Envelope Samples of Speech Using 16 Gabor Seed Atoms 

 

Figure 68 – SAE Output of Speech with 6.4 dB Reconstruction  

SNR Using 16 Gabor Seed Atoms 
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Figure 69 – Gabor Derived Basis Vectors of Speech 

 

Figure 70 – Envelope Samples of Speech Using 16 Gammatone Seed Atoms 

The gammatone envelope samples are shown in Figure 70, and the SAE output is 

shown in Figure 71. Again, the gammatone images are left centered, with 

increasing pulse widths corresponding to longer time and lower frequency atoms. 
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The higher frequency images are narrower and correspond to shorter pulse widths 

in time. 

 

Figure 71 – 16 SAE Output of Speech with 3.5 dB Reconstruction  

SNR Using 16 Gammatone Seed Atoms 

 

Figure 72 – 16 Basis Vectors of Speech Derived  

from 16 Gammatone Seed Atoms 
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The SNR verses data compression curves for speech are shown in Figure 73. 

Again, the basis vectors outperform the seed atoms in terms of denoising gain. At 

90% data compression and -10 dB SNR, the basis vectors have a gain of 

approximately 4 dB over the seed atoms. At -5 dB, the gain is 4 dB and at 0 dB 

SNR the gain is around 4 dB. The gain curves are flat for the 0 dB and -5 dB 

curves, while the gammatone and Gabor seed atoms are on a downward slope. 

 

Figure 73 – Oracle SNR Reconstruction Verse Data  

Compression for -10, -5, and 0 dB SNRs for Speech 

4.7. Data Compression and Denoising Summary and 
Conclusions 

Envelope sampling using Gabor and gammatone logarithmically distributed seed 

atoms are a robust method for feature extraction and representation of audio data 
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including speech and music. The seed atoms optimized for high accuracy voice 

activity detection appear to work well for music and speech denoising and data 

compression. The music and speech audio signals both have similar characteristics 

when represented as envelope samples. Basis vectors learned by a SAE 

significantly outperform the data denoising and data compression characteristics of 

the seed atoms that were used to generate them. For music and speech, the basis 

vectors have 4-6 dB of SNR gain compared to the seed atoms for SNRs ranging 

from 0 to -10 dB. Sparse dictionary learning implemented by matching pursuit 

envelope sampling and Sparse Autoencoding should be applicable to many types of 

audio signal processing applications. For example, “voiceprints”, represented by 

the basis vectors of individual speakers that could prove useful in speaker 

identification. This could be performed by using the basis vectors as “custom 

atoms” in matching pursuit decomposition as was done on this study. Alternatively, 

a more standard approach would be to use the basis vectors as the input weights to 

a neural network classifier. The basis vectors learned from the seed atoms could be 

considered to be first generation basis vectors. It should be possible to generate 

second-generation basis vectors by deriving positive and negative envelops from 

the first-generation atoms. Lastly, it appears that sparsity plays a critical role in the 

denoising performance of the basis vectors. The best SAE reconstruction SNR 

occur for high values of the sparsity parameter, while the best atomic 

decomposition reconstruction SNRs occur for relatively low values of the sparsity 

parameter.  
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Chapter 5:  
Audio Classification 

In a previous publication, Speaker Identification by Atomic Decomposition of 

Learned Features using Computational Auditory Scene Analysis principals in 

Noisy Environments, the CASA principle of sequential and simultaneous 

segregation is applied to speaker identification [55]. The atomic decomposition 

using 16 Gabor atoms is performed to implement sequential audio time 

segregation. Unsupervised feature learning implemented by a sparse autoencoder, 

learns a single dictionary of basis vectors from a collection of Gabor envelope 

samples from two speakers using the approach outlined in Chapter 4.  

The approach is demonstrated using pairs of speakers from the TIMIT data set. 

Pairs of speakers are selected randomly from a single district. Each speak has 10 

sentences. Two are used for training and eight for testing. Basis vector index 

probabilities are created for each training sentence and for each test sentence. 

Classification is performed by finding the lowest Euclidean distance between then 

probabilities from the training sentences and the test sentences. Training is done at 

a 30 dB SNR. Testing is performed at SNRs of 0, 5, 10, and 30 dB. The algorithm 

has a baseline classification accuracy of ~93% averaged over 10 pairs of speakers 

from the TIMIT data set. The baseline accuracy is attributable to short sequences of 
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training and test data as well as the overall simplicity of the classification 

algorithm. The accuracy is not affected by AWGN and produces ~93% accuracy at 

0 dB SNR. 

5.1. Introduction 

In the previous chapters, CASA principles were used to perform audio and T-F 

segmentation. The VAD implemented in Chapter 3 used weight space vector 

processing to create noise robust estimates of active speech in the time domain. The 

algorithm adapted to the frequency content of the speakers by retaining the highest 

energy components from an atomic decomposition using Gabor or gammatone 

atoms.  

In Chapter 4, basis vectors were learned by an SAE that learn adapted 

representation of the data that more closely matched the source while providing 

enhance data compression and denoising as compared to the Gabor and gammatone 

seed atoms. In this chapter, classification is performed in the T-F plane in keeping 

with the CASA principle of simultaneous segmentation. Sounds that occur 

simultaneously are segregated according to groupings in which their T-F 

characteristics are “most likely part of the same sound” 
[10]. In the literature 

review, almost all the classification algorithms use a pitch tracking heuristic
 
[12]

 

[40]
 
[38]. In this algorithm, an implicit pitch tracking heuristic method is also used. 

The algorithm proceeds by first generating audio snippets. The audio snippets are 
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time segments found using a 16 Gabor atomic decomposition, implemented by 

matching pursuit. The choice of Gabor atoms is somewhat arbitrary. The 

gammatone atoms produce similar VAD accuracy. However, Gabor atoms were 

selected based on their Fourier transforms, which produces Gaussian pulses in the 

frequency domain. During testing, the audio snippets are atomically decomposed 

using the learned basis vectors. Adaptive filtering is performed in weight space by 

retaining the six highest energy basis vectors. Classification is implemented by 

generating Gaussian distributions of the time differences for each of the six high-

energy basis vectors. This is an implicit determination of the dominate pitch period 

of speech for each of the high-energy basis vectors. If the basis vectors are 

considered to represent vocal tract impulse responses, then the weight space 

represents a deconvolution of the dominate vocal tract excitation or pitch.  

The classification algorithm presented here is applicable to systems that use 

multiple microphones for spatial noise filtering applications. Examples of this type 

of system include microphone arrays in automobiles for Bluetooth communica-

tions, speaker systems with microphone arrays like Echo, or hearing aid containing 

microphone arrays. The purpose of the algorithm is to enable speaker-tracking 

applications with automatic beam-steering and null steering for spatial and signal 

processing noise reductions. The system block diagram is shown in Figure 74. 
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The algorithm requires the 2-5 seconds of recorded speech for two speakers in a 

relatively quiet environment. In the simulations presented here, the training data 

has a 30 dB SNR. The algorithm combines envelope samples from both speakers 

and learns basis vectors by training the SAE in an unsupervised manner. This 

approach has the advantage, that large amount of data may be collected over time 

to improve the two-speaker basis vector conformity to the individual voices. It is 

possible to create individual basis vectors for speaker A and another set for speaker 

B. However, this complicates the classification process, as two separate basis 

vector decompositions are required for each utterance. This would results in two 

different T-F amplitude distribution weight space vectors.  

5.2. A Review of Basis Vector Speech Processing 

Zhao et al. implemented a robust CASA algorithm using a bank of 54 gammatone 

filters to model the human cochlear frequency response
 
[38]. Gammatone features 

were extracted from speech by decimating the outputs of each filter to produce a 

time-frequency representation or cochleagram. Additionally, GFCCs features were 

derived by direct cosine transform of each decimated filter output. An ideal binary 

mask was derived by supervised training of a hidden Markov model. The ideal 

binary mask was used to select GFCC features for classification. The GFCCs were 

shown to significantly outperform MFCCs for speaker identification using the same 

binary mask technique for feature selection. Zhao’s CASA method processes 
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speech as images in the T-F plane using a cochleagram for the visual 

representation. 

Lee et al. also processed sound as images by applying deep belief neural networks 

to spectrograms
 
[43]. The neural network was able to learn phones/phonemes from 

raw spectrograms. The learned features were comparable in classification 

performance to MFCCs. The learned features were combined with MFCCs to 

further augment the accuracy of the classifier. The combination of learned features 

and MFCCs were applied to phoneme classification, speaker identification 

(TIMIT), music artist, and music genera classification with good results. 

Gross et al. learned sparse dictionaries directly from audio signals for classification 

purposes. The approach learns features directly from speech for all possible shifts 

of the audio signal. The learned basis vectors were shown to provide better 

accuracy than MFCCs for speaker identification and music genera classification 

problems [22]. 

Olshausen and Fields found that a set of sparse overcomplete basis vectors learned 

directly from natural images are similar to the neural responses in the ganglion cells 

of the retina. Moreover, they showed at a linear superposition of a few basis vectors 

from a large dictionary were able to capture the statistical properties of the images. 

The basis vectors are very similar to features learned by Independent Component 
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Analysis from natural images
 
[30]. The basis vectors are “edges” that are similar to 

the rings of two-dimensional Gabor atoms.  

Gabor proposed the idea that speech may be represented by a superposition of 

“quanta of information”. He recognized Fourier methods have a T-F uncertainty in 

a manner similar to Heisenberg uncertainty in nuclear physics. Gabor introduced 

the idea of Heisenberg boxes to describe the tiling of energy in the T-F plane [36]. 

He noted Fourier methods have a single Heisenberg box size for all frequencies. He 

proposed the Gabor atom, a sinusoid, modulated by a Gaussian pulse as the “quanta 

of information”. By varying the length of the pulse and the center frequency of 

each atom, the T-F plane could be tiled with different size Heisenberg boxes.  

Mallat and Zhang developed the matching pursuit algorithm to perform atomic 

decomposition of signals using a redundant dictionary of functions [45]. They 

showed that Gabor functions, or atoms, can be used to perform an adaptive T-F 

transform. The algorithm isolates structure in the data that is coherent with Gabor 

atoms. Gabor’s idea of representing speech by quanta’s of information is reduced to 

practice by the matching pursuit algorithm. In Chapter 4, a SAE was used to learn 

basis vectors from 16 Gabor and 16 gammatone “seed atoms” from TIMIT training 

data. The learned basis vectors were used as “custom atoms” for matching pursuit 

decomposition. Oracle SNR curves were generated that show the reconstruction 

SNR verses the original clean speech signals. Figure 75 shows Oracle 
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reconstructions of the learned basis vectors verses Gabor and gammatone atoms. 

The learned basis vectors significantly outperform the Gabor and gammatone 

atoms, particularly at lower data compression rates. At -10 dB SNR, the Gabor and 

gammatone have ~8 dB of denoising gain whereas, the Gabor and gammatone 

atoms have ~3.5 dB of denoising gain. At 0 dB SNR, the Gabor and gammatone 

have ~5 dB of denoising gain as compared to the Gabor and gammatone atoms that 

have ~2 dB of denoising gain. 

 

Figure 75 – Basis Feature Denoising Gain verses SNR and Data Compression  

for Basis Vectors Learned from Gabor and Gammatone Atoms  

Compared to Gabor and Gammatone Atoms 

The SNR performance of basis vectors learned from Gabor and gammatone atoms 

are very similar. For simplicity, only the Gabor atoms are used for the remainder of 

this paper. In Chapter 3, a simple adaptive atomic decomposition voice activity 
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detector was implemented by matching pursuit. The VAD created audio snippets in 

the presence of AWGN, using matching pursuit decomposition. The detector used 

the filtered output of the atomic weights in the T-F plane. The detection accuracy 

shown in Figure 76, is 70% at 0 dB SNR and approximately 95% for SNRs >8 dB. 

 

Figure 76 – Audio Segmentation Accuracy Verses SNR for 16 Gabor Atoms Using 

96.3% Data Compression with 640 Random TIMIT Sentences 

5.3. Preprocessing and Audio Segmentation 

Based on the results from Chapter 3, 16 Gabor atoms are used for the VAD 

implementation with a data compression of 96.3%. The data compression rate is 

loosely defined as the number of iterations of matching pursuit expressed as a 

percentage of the audio duration in samples.  
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5.4. Matching Pursuit Envelope Sampling of Audio 
Snippets 

Envelope samples are shown in Figure 81 and Figure 82 for 30 and 0 dB, 

respectively. In these examples, the 6th Gabor atom matches coherent structure in 

the data. The reconstruction shows the Gabor atom does not match the data exactly. 

The envelope sample is generated by multiplying the raw data by the Gaussian 

envelope of the 6th Gabor atom. These examples show the results of the 1st 

iteration of the algorithm which represent the highest energy portion of the audio 

signal. In addition, the envelope samples are very similar even under noise 

conditions. Note the sampler captured a high-energy pulse at the beginning of the 

sample. This will be useful for learning basis vectors from envelope samples data 

in the next section.  
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5.5. Learning Basis Vectors from Envelope Samples  

In order to increase the signal to noise performance of the classifier, a SAE is used 

to learn basis vectors from the training data. The basis vectors are used as custom 

atoms that provide superior denoising and data compression compared to the 

performance of the Gabor atoms. Envelope samples are extracted from audio 

snippets by a second application of matching pursuit using 16 Gabor atoms. The 

envelope samples are arranged in a column vector for processing by a SAE. A 

block diagram of a SAE is shown in Figure 83. The SAE is a neural network in 

which the target outputs are equal to the inputs during training. The network 

represents an input as a superposition of a few basis vectors from a larger set of 

overcomplete basis vectors.  

 

Figure 83 – Sparse Autoencoder Block Diagram 
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A sparsity parameter punishes overactive nodes in the hidden layer ensuring that 

the average rate of activation for all nodes is typically <10%. The network has an 

input layer, a single hidden layer, and an output layer. The SAE learns the identity 

function and performs data compression by two mechanisms. This input data are 

compressed from an input size of 324 to 16 based on using only 16 hidden nodes. 

Additional data compression results from a sparsity penalty that limits average 

activation for each hidden node to 
1
/16. The overall data compression in the SAE is 

324:1. The detailed design equations including the cost function and the sparsity 

equations are found in Chapter 4 [53].  

The SAE simulation parameters are: 

•  Number of Inputs = 324 

•  Number of Hidden Nodes = 16 

•  Sparsity Parameter ρ ̂=1/16=.0625 

•  Sparsity Influence β = 3; 

•  Regularization λ = 3.0e-3 

The sigmoid function is used to facilitate viewing audio data as images, with the 

darkest portions corresponding to values near 0, while the whitest portions 

correspond to values near 1. The envelope samples are 324 samples long and are 

folded into 18 columns of 18 samples per column so that large amounts of audio 
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5.6. Classification in T-F Weight Space 

5.6.1. Basis Vector Energy Distribution Classification  

A final third pass of matching pursuit is applied to the audio snippets using the 

basis vectors learned from the training data. The basis vectors are learned at 30 dB 

SNR. This application of matching pursuit uses a data compression rate of 90%. 

This generates a large number of atomic decomposition components in the T-F 

plane that produce a rich set of statistics. The atomic indexes are collected from all 

the audio snippets within a given sentence. Statistical models are generated for each 

sentence in the training set. Statistics are collected from the test data a SNRs of 0, 

5, 10, and 30 dB using learned basis feature decomposition. The test statistics are 

compared to the individual sentence training models for speaker identification.  

An audio snippet , can be represented by a summation of amplitude weights,  �  for each of the  basis vectors, where �  is the ℎ time index of the ℎ 

basis vector, �  . The term  represents the reconstruction error. 

=  ∑∑� � − +  (80) 

The audio time segmentation algorithm produces  , audio snippets over the span 

of a single TIMIT sentence. The individual audio snippets are decomposed using 

the learned basis vectors with a 90% data compression rate. Therefore, 90% of the 
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elements of the weight space vector  are zero. The total energy for basis vector , for the ℎaudio snippet, is found by summing over the time index .  
� , = ∑|� | (81) 

The total energy for an individual basis vector for an entire sentence is found by 

summing basis vector energies over all the audio snippets. 

� = ∑ � ,  (82) 

The normalized basis vector energy distribution for a sentence may be written as, 

�� = { � , � , … ��}∑ �  (83) 

The vector ��, represents the energy distribution across  basis vectors, for a 

single sentence. The energy basis vector distribution serves as an overall frequency 

signature for a single TIMIT sentence. The training energy distribution vector 

��  is found by summing two TIMIT sentences, 

��  = { �� + �� }⁄  (84) 

Labeled training data results in an energy distribution vector for each speaker. 

Classification is performed by finding the minimum Euclidian distance between the 
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energy distribution vector for the test data and the training data. Hypothesis 1 is 

given as, 

= ‖ �� −  − �� �  ‖  (85) 

Hypothesis 2 is, 

= ‖ �� −  − �� �  ‖  (86) 

Where, �� −  , is the energy distribution training vector for the first speaker, 

and �� −  , is the energy distribution vector of the second speaker. 

Classification is based on, 

= ,  (87) 

An example of an energy distribution vector is shown in Figure 87. In this 

example, basis vector #6 has the highest energy content, while basis vector #4 is 

the second highest. The energy distribution classifier produced classification 

accuracies of ~80% over a set of 10 pairs of speakers randomly selected from the 

TIMIT corpora. Energy distribution is an important low-level acoustic 

characteristic for speaker identification. However, it cannot be used to differentiate 

between two speakers that have similar spectral characteristics. The intuition is that 

acoustic features related to the pitch period are not being captured by the energy 

distribution. A more robust feature set must be able to exploit implicit pitch period 
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is attributed to the greedy heuristic of matching pursuit that attacks the highest 

energy peaks in the data first. Based on this observation, the time differences of the 

2 highest energy basis vectors are used to implicitly capture pitch period statistics. 

For the 2 highest energy basis vectors, a time difference vector � , represents the 

time difference for a single audio snippet for the ℎ basis vector. 

� =  { + − , + − + …( + − + − )} (88) 

Based on the example in Figure 87, the highest energy basis vector is #6, so the 

time difference vector would be, 

� 6 = { +6 − 6 , +6 − +6 …( +6 − + −6 )} (89) 

And the second highest, 

� 4 = { + − , + − + …( + − + − )} (90) 

An upper bound is placed on the maximum allowable time differences between 

populated positions for each basis vector of 100 samples. This removes statistically 

insignificant time deltas from the population of time differences. The remaining 

time 

The time difference vectors are aggregated over all  audio snippets to form a 

longer vector that contains all the time difference for the high-energy basis vector. 
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�� 6 = {� 6 , � 6 , … � 6 } 
(91) 

= �� 6 ,∑ �� 6 ,6  (92) 

Where, �� 6 , , is a 16 bin histogram of time difference over a span of 1-

100 time difference samples. The histogram is normalized to 1 so that the 

histograms bins show relative frequency of occurrences, or probabilities. The 

histograms are calculated for 2 training sentences for each speaker so that, 

 = {  +  }⁄  (93) 

During testing, �  , is calculated for each sentence for the first and second 

highest energy basis vectors. Classification is performed by find the closest 

Euclidean distance between −  for speaker 1 and −  for speaker 

two. Hypothesis 1 is, 

= ‖ −  − �  , ‖  (94) 

Hypothesis 2 is, 

= ‖ −  − �  , ‖  (95) 

Classification is based on, 

= ,  (96) 
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An example of a normalized time difference histogram for the highest energy basis 

vector is shown in Figure 88. An example of the normalize time difference 

histogram for the second highest energy atom is shown in Figure 89. From Figure 

88, and Figure 89, the behavior of the second highest energy basis vector retains 

the relative frequency of differential time distribution at low SNRs. The highest 

energy basis vector does not maintain a very close match between 30 dB SNR and 

0 dB SNR. This behavior might be explained by the two speakers sharing a 

dominate basis vector. If their voices are similar, this might happen due to the low 

number of basis vectors used for the decomposition. The classification accuracy for 

the time differences of the highest energy basis vector is 84%, which is better than 

the 80% accuracy of the energy distribution classifier. The performance for 10 pairs 

of speakers with 8 sentences per speaker for testing and 2 for training yields ~93% 

classification accuracy for the 2
nd

 highest energy basis vector. Furthermore, for 80 

test sentences from the TIMIT corpora, the classification accuracy remains 

unchanged at low SNRs. 
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The classification was performed on a sentence-by-sentence basis by finding the 

minimum Euclidean distance between the measured probabilities and the model 

probabilities. The classification accuracy averaged over 10 pairs of speakers with 

SNRs of 30, 10, 5, and 0 dB: 

• Basis Vector Energy Distribution     81.72% 

• Time differences 1st highest energy basis vector   84.06% 

• Time differences 2nd highest energy basis vector   92.81% 

The classification algorithm is robust in the presence of AWGN. Furthermore, the 

algorithm is simple using only 16 learn basis vectors for decomposition and 

transformation to weight space. Classification was performed in weight space by 

categorizing the basis vector energy distribution, as well as the time differences. 

The time differences appear to be the more robust classifier as they potentially 

capture an implicit pitch period heuristic. Finally, the algorithm is able to learn 

low-level acoustic features from short training and testing sequences; this makes 

this an attractive front-end speaker identification classifier for more powerful 

explicit learning algorithms. 
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5.7. Audio Classification Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter used principals of CASA to perform speaker identification at low 

SNRs with AWGN. The CASA principle of sequential segmentation was 

performed by atomic decomposition using 16 Gabor atoms. Weight space filtering 

added simultaneous segmentation during the sequential segmentation process by 

adapting to the high-energy content of the signal. Classification was also performed 

in weight space by using statistics of atomic energy and time differences in the T-F 

plane. The algorithm has identical classification accuracies for SNRs of 0, 5, 10, 

and 30 dB using 2 TIMIT sentences for training and 8 for testing. This represents a 

total of 20 TIMIT sentences used for training and 80 TIMIT sentences for testing. 

Multiple runs of the simulation with randomly speakers produce similar results. 

The highest classification accuracy involves using the 2
nd

 highest energy atom’s 

time difference probabilities. This might be related to the small number of basis 

vectors used in the decomposition. For similar sounding speakers, it is possible the 

highest energy basis vector is common to both speakers, whereas the second 

highest energy basis vector has a better probability of being different. Gabor’s 

theory, “quanta’s of information”, was reduced to practice by the implementation 

of Mallat and Zhang’s matching pursuit algorithm. The Gabor atom does indeed 

form a fundamental building block that can be used to represent speech. Moreover, 

they tile the T-F plane with Gaussian blobs and are able to captures abrupt T-F 

plane signal evolutions. So does the Gammatone atom, with nearly identical 

performance. Lastly, SAE-based basis vectors can be used to learn better 
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representations of the speech patterns, with superior data compression and 

denoising characteristics. 
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Chapter 6:  
Discussion and Further Research 

In the paper, speaker identification was performed with AWGN. The fundamental 

approach of representing speech as a superposition of basis vectors can also be 

applied to different types of real world noises. Basis vectors were learned for early 

American fiddle music using the exact same technique that was used for speech. It 

should be possible to remove fiddle music from speech by running an additional 

pass of matching pursuit to decompose the music. It was shown in Figure 62 and 

Figure 69 that the Gabor basis features for speech and fiddle music are very 

different. The does not imply the basis vectors are orthogonal between fiddle music 

and speech. Some fiddle basis vectors may attack speech during atomic 

decomposition. Additionally, some of the speech basis vectors may also attack the 

fiddle music. However, the intuition is due to the dissimilarities, the denoising of 

music from speech looks entirely possible. The difficulty with implementation of 

this source separation might be with deriving an optimal stopping criteria.  

A second aspect of speech representation by basis vectors is the possibility exists 

that natural speech quality can be preserved during the denoising process. As the 

algorithm also is able to regenerate speech from the basis vectors, nothing is 

removed from the original data. The models presented could be expanded upon to 
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EEGs, EKGs sonograms, as well as seismic signals may be well suited to the 

denoising and data compression techniques presented here. 

The following Matlab routines were used in the implementation and simulations of 

the algorithm. 

This algorithm was used for training the Sparse Autoencoder. 

The gradient descent algorithm 'lbfgs': Quasi-Newton with Limited-Memory BFGS 

Updating  

Author:  

Mark Schmidt (2006) Web: http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~schmidtm 

 

Fast matching pursuit ‘temporalMP’ 
Author: 

Patrick Mineault, patrick DOT mineault AT gmail DOT com 

    http://xcorr.net 

 

 

Blind Source separation “Cochleagram and IS-NMF2D for Blind Source 

Separation” 

Author: 

  Bin Gao 

 December 2,2014 

All other Matlab simulations were created by the author. 

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~schmidtm
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Appendix 

Backpropagation Partial Derivatives for Updating the 
Weights and Bias 

The autoencoder uses the inputs as the output targets. The output error is given as, 

= ̂ −  (97) 

For the autoencoder, 

̂ =  (98) 

So that, 

= −  (99) 

The error energy for the j
th

 output node for the n
th

 training epoch is: 

=  (100) 

The total instantaneous error energy is, 

=  ∑  (101) 
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To update the output weights, find the partial derivative of the total instantaneous 

error energy with respect to the output weights. Applying the chain rule, 

=   (102) 

=  (103) 

And, 

= −  (104) 

Also, 

= ′  (105) 

Lastly, 

=  (106) 

The local gradient for the output layer, which is the sensitivities for the activations, 

are by definition, 

= =  
(107) 

= − ′  (108) 
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For a sigmoid function, 

′( ) = −  (109) 

For a tanh function, 

′( ) = −  (110) 

The output weight update is then, 

 =  (111) 

The weight update equations for the hidden layer are more complicated due to the 

lack of an explicit error term. 

The local gradient is defined as, 

= =  (112) 
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